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Sunday, May Ninth 
Two thousand four 
Two p.m. 
National Hockey Center 
St. Cloud State University 
COMMENCEMENT MARKS RENEWAL OF 
SCSU TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE AND OPPORTUNITY 
1871 graduate Alfretta Van Valkenberg, a member 
of the first class of the Third Normal School (later 
St. Cloud State University), recalled years later the 
vivid memory and dramatic impact of her com-
mencement: "I felt all of life was open to me and I 
could tread (life's) paths with a firm and reliant 
tread." 
The environment on this campus has changed 
significantly since Alfretta received her diploma. But 
the one-building teacher training school where she 
received her higher education has something 
important in common with the comprehensive, 
sprawling university on the Mississippi River that 
has earned a national reputation for excellence: It 
continues to arm students with the knowledge, 
experiences and skills to transform their lives. It 
continues to provide an atmosphere where learning 
from the past enriches planning for the future. 
There truly is a tradition of excellence and 
opportunity for all St. Cloud State students. 
The Third Normal School's first principal, Ira 
Moore, and the State Normal Board displayed the 
foresight and progressive spirit that remains evident 
on this campus today. Those first leaders started 
building "a nucleus of a library that will in time 
meet all the needs of the large institution this is 
destined to become." Now, the magnificent 
235,000-square-foot James W Miller Learning 
Resources Center is the hub for study, research and 
discussion on campus. 
Sharing a proud tradition 
With that first commencement, which took place 
133 years ago in a small church building that still 
stands south of Coborn's on Fifth Avenue, a proud 
tradition was begun. Thousands of students in years 
to come would commemorate through this 
ceremony the academic and practical knowledge 
they had gained to prepare them for a career and 
for life. They would be reminded of the issues they 
had explored and the opinions they had formulat-
ed. They would celebrate the friends they had met 
from different backgrounds and diverse cultures. 
Today's graduates are the latest to benefit from 
the tradition of excellence and opportunity that 
Alfretta Van Valkenberg and all those in between 
discovered at the Third Normal School and its later 
incarnations, St. Cloud Teachers College, St. Cloud 
State College and St. Cloud State University. 
For Alfretta and her peers, becoming a teacher 
was the only option. Now this highly-accredited 
university offers over 100 undergraduate and 45 
graduate programs in a wide variety of career fields. 
While the campus has evolved into five colleges 
plus graduate and continuing studies programs and 
enrollment has grown to over 15 ,000, St. Cloud 
State remains a place where students come to be 
transformed. Then and now students receive an 
affordable, high-quality education -- and a bridge to 
a profession. Then and now students gain the confi-
dence to "tread (life's) paths with a firm and reliant 
tread," as Alfretta so aptly wrote in her tribute. 
At this commencement we salute Alfretta and all 
the graduates who followed -- especially those we 
gather to pay tribute to today. Whether they 
are the first in their families to cross the 
commencement stage or are becoming one of an 
increasing number of second or third-generation 
SCSU alumni to benefit from St. Cloud State's 
traditions, all share this once-in-a-lifetime 
accomplishment with the families and friends 
whose support helped bring them to this day. 
PRECOMMENCEMENT CONCERT 
St. Cloud State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
Rikard K. Hansen, Associate Professor of Music, Director 
"A FESTIVAL PRELUDE" by Alfred Reed 
Brett Krohn, M.M. candidate in conducting 
"ROYAL FIREWORKS MUSIC OVERTURE" by George F Handel 
David Lumley, student conductor 
'THREE DIVERSE MARCHES" 
"GALLITO (PASO DOBLE)" by Santiago Lope 
Alison Swoboda, student conductor 
"NATIONAL EMBLEM" by E.E. Bagley 
Christopher Halbakken, student conductor 
"MARCH, FIRST SUITE IN E-FLAT" by Gustav Holst 
Jennifer Macki, M.M. candidate in conducting 
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FACULTY LINE LEADERS 
MARSHALS 
ANNOUNCERS 
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY 




THERESIA G. FISHER, Associate Professor 
Computer Science 
Faculty Association President 
JOHN R. GAMMELL, Associate Professor 
Statistics 
STEVEN P MOONEY, Professor 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 
JoANN L. ASQUITH, Professor 
Marketing and Business Law 
ROBIN C. HASSLEN, Professor 
Child and Family Studies 
MARK G. JAEDE, Assistant Professor 
History 
SHAWN C. JARVIS, Professor 
Foreign Languages and Literature 
ROGER P LEWIS, Instructor 
Accounting 
PAM L. SECKLIN, Associate Professor 
Communication Studies 
DANIEL L. WILDESON, Professor 
Communication Studies 
RIKARD K. HANSEN, Director 
Associate Professor, Music 








SCSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
and Audience 
GREETINGS FROM MnSCU 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
MUSIC 
SCSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
PRESENTATION OF THE 
GRADUATING CLASS 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
FACULTY ASSOCIATION 
REMARKS 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION REMARKS 
*MUSIC 




SCSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
* Audience please stand 
PROGRAM 
Roy H. Saigo, President, presiding 
Michael Spitzer, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Steven L. Ludwig, Vice President for Administrative Affairs 
Nathan Church, Vice President for Student Life and Development 
Jill A. Rudnitski, Vice President for University Advancement 
"SELECTIONS FROM THE DANSERYE" by Tielman Susato 
NATHAN CHURCH, Vice President for Student Life and Development 
ROY H. SAIGO, President 
"AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL" by Samuel Ward 
arranged by Carmen Dragon 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
The Honorable DANIEL G. COBORN 
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Board of Trustees 
WILLIAM L. TSCHIDA, Vice Chancellor 
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities 
KRISTINA M. MEIER, Class of 2004 
College of Education 
"SELECTIONS FROM CARMINA BURANA" by Carl Orff 
MICHAEL SPITZER, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
WAYNER. WELLS, Dean, College of Business 
JOANE W McKAY, Dean, College of Education 
ROLAND H. SPECHT-JARVIS, Dean, College of Fine Arts and Humanities 
DAVID DeGROOTE, Dean, College of Science and Engineering 
CAROLYN R. WILLIAMS, Dean, College of Social Sciences 
JOHN C. BURGESON, Dean, Continuing Studies 
DENNIS L. NUNES, Dean, Graduate Studies 
KRISTI M. TORNQUIST, Dean, Leaming Resources and 
Technology Services 
ROY H. SAIGO, President 
THERESIA G. FISHER, Associate Professor of Computer Science 
Faculty Association President 
JILL A. RUDNITSKI, Vice President for University Advancement 
"UNIVERSITY HYMN" 
by Harvey Waugh and Amy Dale, professor emeriti 
Arranged by professor emeritus Roger L. Barrett 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
STEVEN L. LUDWIG, Vice President for Administrative Affairs 
"SINE NOMINE" by Ralph Vaughan Williams 
Matthew Caron, M. M. candidate in conducting 
"THE GREAT GATE OF KIEV' by Modest Mussorgsky 





*NOTE: Since programs are prepared 
in advance of the receipt of final grades, the 
listing of graduates may, in some instances, be 
inaccurate. Graduation and receipt of honors 
are validated by the student'.s permanent 
records which are kept by the Office of Records 
and Registration. 
Bachelor of Applied Science 
SUZANNE EMELIA ZEIHER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Princeton 
Bachelor of Arts 
DENISE ANN ACTON 
St. Joseph 
MICHAEL PAUL ADAMSKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Duluth 
SARAH BETH AHLBERG 
Brainerd 
MOHAMMED AL ABBAS 
Manama Bahrain 
JAMES THEODORE ANDERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Willmar 
GRANT SCOTT ANDREASEN 
St. Cloud 
LYRENE LOIS APPEL 
Millville 
LINDSY APRIL ARROWOOD 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dalbo 
NANOASAMI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gunma,Japan 
SARAH ANN BACKER 
Cohasset 
JUSTIN PAUL BAUER 
Champlin 
RACHEL MARY BAUER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Benson 
SARAH BAUER 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
MELINDA BETH BEARD 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
SUSAN M. BEAULIEU 
Staples 
LYNN MARIE BECHTOLD 
St. Francis 
GINGER RAE BECKER 
Deer Creek 
MERIEL BETH BEDNAR 
Magna Cum Laude 
Austin 
ERIN ELIZABETH BEILKE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hutchinson 
SARAH LOIS BENGTSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Pine City 
LOLI MARIE BERG 
St. Cloud 
ERIC J. BERGER 
St. Paul 
AARON JAMES BERGSTROM 
Summa Cum Laude 
La Crescent 
SARAH BETH BESEMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Little Falls 




MATTHEW JOHN BLISSENBACH 
Pierz 
ERIC THOMAS BLOTKAMP 
Worthington 
AARON ALLEN BODURTHA 
St. Anthony 
ALISON ANN BOE 
Cum Laude 
Hibbing 
BRITNI LEHN BONGARD 
Summa Cum Laude 
Minnetonka 
RACHAEL DEANNA BONN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sartell 
WESTON EARL BORKENHAGEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Hutchinson 
SERELDA G. BORST 
Cum Laude 
Pillager 
HOLLY LYNN BOSAK 
Cum Laude 
Frederic, Wisconsin 
ABBY LEE BOURMAN 
Duluth 
MICHAEL VICTOR BRAZYS 
Valporaiso, Indiana 
BECKY A. BROWN 
Cum Laude 
Monticello 
CHRISTINE JANICE BRUEMMER 
Esko 
RAYMOND STEPHAN BUGANSKI III 
Cum Laude 
Shoreview 
REBECCA MICHELLE BULLERT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Red Wing 
AMYM. BURKE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mankato 
SARAH RACHAEL BUSKE 
North Branch 
BERNARD ANDREW BZDOK 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
BRADLY A. CARLSON 
Cum Laude 
Annandale 
JILL EMILY CARLSON 
Plymouth 






SOURABH D. CHAND 
St. Cloud 
KEVIN BORAMY CHHEANG 
Bloomington 
TAHNIA RAHMAN CHOWDHURY 
Dhaka, Bangladesh 
LUKE GERALD CHRISTENSEN 
Cum Laude 
Aitkin 
DANIEL AARON CHRISTIANS 
Cum Laude 
Adrian 
LUCAS J. CHRISTOFFERSON 
Blaine 
MINDY J. CLAPERO 
Cum Laude 
Wabasha 
LEROY LEWIS COLEMAN 
St. Paul 
JASON DOUGLAS ClYCALLA 
Cum Laude 
Eagan 
DOUGLAS A. DAHLKE 
Arlington 
KATHRYN ELIZABETH DAHLQUIST 
St. Cloud 
NICHOLAS THURY DAVIS 
St. Paul 
MEGHAN MARIE DEBRUYCKER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Willmar 
BILLI CHARITY DEGEEST 
Magna Cum Laude 
New London 
ANDREA NICOLE DEKONING 
Cum Laude 
Grand Island, Nebraska 
CHRISTOPHERJOSEPH DITTRICH 
Rochester 
KARA M. DOMINIACK 
Brookings, South Dakota 
JENNIFER MAE DOSS 
Holmes City 
CHRISTOPHER M. DUNBAR 
Cum Laude 
Becker 
MATTHEW DAVlD COLE DYRDAHL JOHN VlNCENT GUCK SUSAN MATTIE HUSTON 
Blaine Perham St. Cloud 
ERIC CHARLES EARLE EDWIN BRUCE GUILINGER JONATHAN RICHARD !SENOR 
Summa Cum Laude Big Lake Monticello 
Elkhorn, Wisconsin CAMERON CLARK GUSTAFSON DAWN MICHEL ISHAM 
MIKA EBIHARA Litchfield Maple Grove 
Gotemba, Shizuoka COLLEEN ERIN HAGEMANN JEFFREY ALAN JACKSON 
NATHAN ALLEN EKDAHL Buffalo Apple Valley 
Magna Cum Laude LANCE COREY HAGEN MATTHEW LAWRENCE JACOBS 
Alexandria Alberta Cum Laude 
SHANE STUART EMMONS REBEKAH ANN HAGEN Olivia 
Cum Laude Grand Marais KATHRYN JO JACOBSON 
Princeton 
TRAVlS LAVERN HAHN Bay St. Louis, Mississippi 
HEATHER MARIE ENGELSTAD Brainerd LEAH MARIE JACOBSON 
Cum Laude 
ALISSA ANN HALLBERG Rochester Fargo, North Dakota 
Little Falls AMY LYNN JACOBSSON 
KIMBERLY FRANCES ERICKSON 
JESSICA RAE HAMAR Magna Cum Laude Eden Prairie 
Summa Cum Laude Maple Grove 
TRACY LEE FINK Longview, Washington ERIN ELIZABETH JEANDRON 
Magna Cum Laude 
RYAN ANDREW HANSON Ramsey Cold Spring 
St. Cloud KELLY ANN JENSEN 
PAUL S. FLADUNG 
PAGE ADRIANNA HARDER Magna Cum Laude St. Joseph 
Bay St. Louis, Mississippi Red Wing 
MICHAEL SIMEON FLINCK 
MEGAN ROSE HARDIE TARA MAUREEN JOHN Magna Cum Laude 
Minnetonka Monticello Grand Rapids 
JORDAN PALMERJOHNSON 
MICHELLE FLUTO LEAH CATHERINE HEDALEN Bloomington Albert Lea Magna Cum Laude 
MATTHEW DAVlD JOHNSON St. Cloud JEFFREY JOHN HEISKARI 
Magna Cum Laude 
ANGELA KAY FLYNN Grand Marais Williston, North Dakota 
Alexandria KRISTEN RENAE HERBER 
REBECCA LYNN JOHNSON 
NICOLE DENISE FRANCIS Lake Elmo Summa Cum Laude 
Windom JULIE MARIE HERBST Coon Rapids 
DANIEL HOWARD FRANK Milaca JAY KEVIN JORDAN 
Plymouth NATHAN JAMES HERMISTON Annandale 
PETERJOEL FRANK Cum Laude DENNIS JON KAMPH 
Roseville Durant, Iowa Forest Lake 
BRETT ALLEN FRIELL JENNIFER LYNN HERRALA CHRISTOPHER JEFFREY DONALD KANIAN 
Magna Cum Laude Coon Rapids Cum Laude 
West Salem, Wisconsin JOHN G. HILL Virginia 
SEAN ANTHONY FUHRMAN Eden Prairie IVAN ROY KARNES 
Bismarck, North Dakota LINDSAY JUNE HINES St. Cloud 
DANIELLE DONNA GANGELHOFF Mapleton ELIZABETH ANN KELLETT 
Cum Laude SARA ELAINE HIPPERT Magna Cum Laude 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota Cum Laude Maple Grove 
JENNIFER LEE GASTECKI Owatonna HEATHER ANN KERFELD 
Grand Marais MATTHEW R. HITI Sauk Rapids 
JENNY LEIGH GLORVlGEN Summa Cum Laude AMANDA JEAN KISSINGER 
Fergus Falls Gilbert Sauk Rapids 
AMANDA CHRISTINE GRAFSTROM NATHAN GERARD HOELSCHER REBEKAH JANA KITTLESON 
Summa Cum Laude Alexandria Magna Cum Laude 
Roseau JOCELYN JOY HOFFARTH St. Paul 
ADAM DANIEL GREGORY Cum Laude JEFFREY GEORGE KLEIN 
Cold Spring Monticello Cum Laude 
CHAD RAYMOND GRESKOWIAK JASON ROBERT HOLT St. Joseph 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude KACIE ANN KLEMMENSEN 
Ramsey Apple Valley Coon Rapids 
MELANIE LYNN GROCHOW NICKOLAS DENNIS HOLZ CHRISTOPHER ALLAN KLISCH 
Dassel Hastings Cum Laude 
ROBERT MICHAEL GRUTSCH KATHRYN BERIT HOYME Bowlus 
Magna Cum Laude Paynesville CRYSTAL M. KLOCKER 
Avon MICHAEL CURTIS HUDOK Cum Laude 
Anoka Sartell 
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ELIZABETH MARIE KLOEPPNER\. JUSTIN C. LENK CHRISTOPHER M. MESSERICH 
Summa Cum Laude Forest Lake Sauk Rapids 
Clearwater BLAIR CHRISTIAN LENZMEIER KELLY NOELLE MICHEAL 
BENJAMIN JAMES KNOTT Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Rochester White Bear Lake Oakdale 
CARISSA]. KOLL ANDREW THOMAS LEVI KATE ELIZABETH MILBRATH 
Cum Laude Bismarck, North Dakota Waseca 
Belle Plaine MELISSA ANNE LINDAHL BENJAMIN MARK MILLER 
KRYSTAL JEAN KRAMER Magna Cum Laude 
Zimmerman Vermillion, South Dakota 
Sleepy Eye 
BRADLEY MICHAEL MILLS 
CRYSTAL ROSE KRUCHOWSKI CATHRYN DION LONGHENRY Summa Cum Laude 
Champlin Corcoran Hutchinson 
BRIAN F KUBES RAFAEL DA SILVA LOURENCO 
Magna Cum Laude Minneapolis 
JENNY MIRANDA MINOR 
Andover 
Grand Marais MATTHEW GREG LUDEWIG 
SUMAN KUMAR Sleepy Eye 
FIDELIS NTAMPAKA MIRONKO 
St. Cloud 
St. Cloud KASEY M. LUSSIER 
JAY PAUL KURTIS Summa Cum Laude 
JOSHUA CHRIS MJOLSNESS 
Cum Laude South Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Zimmerman 
Roseville SEAN CORY LYNCH 
RYAN E. MONROE 
KATHERINE ANN KUSTRITZ Magna Cum Laude 
Foley 
Summa Cum Laude 
Winona ERIN FRANCES MOONEY 
St. Cloud TRACY MARIE MAAS 
Kaukauna, Wisconsin 
TRAVIS DUDLEY LACHMANSINGH 
Magna Cum Laude CHRISTOPHER RICHARD MORAN 
Crystal 
New Prague Magna Cum Laude 
SEAN DAVID LAHTI 
JOSHUA JACKSON MANGAS Nisswa 
Maple Grove 
Magna Cum Laude MICHAEL TIMOTHY MORIARTY 
Monticello Summa Cum Laude 
TSEWANG SANGMO LAMA 
Cum Laude 
JEFFREY M. MARCH Aitkin 
Kathmandu, Nepal 
Cum Laude HEATHER LAVONNE MORTENSEN 
Little Falls Ramsey 
LUKE NOEL LAMPRECHT 
Plainview 
MCKENZIE ERIN MARKO BRADY THOMAS MUELLER 
Red Wing Cum Laude 
APARNA LAMSAL DANIEL EDUARDO MARTINEZ St. James 
Kathmandu, Nepal Summa Cum Laude 
CHRISTINA M. LANE Clearwater 
YEE LING MU~ 
Coon Rapids 
Hastings ANGELA ROSE MATHIS SARAH ELIZABETH MURAS 
CRYSTAL R. LANGER Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Little Falls Andover Plymouth 
CATHERINE MARTINA LARSON DANIELJAMES MATONICH 
Rochester Cum Laude 
MARC WILLIAM MURPHY 
St. Cloud 
KRIS ANN LATCHAM 
Chisholm 
MELISSA ANN MUSSER 
Magna Cum Laude NATHAN T. MATTHEWS 
Paynesville Coon Rapids 
Fairmont 
ALYSSA PAMELA LAURITSEN MARY KAY MATZEN 
KENNETH GEORGE NASH IV 
Cum Laude· Summa Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude 
Milan Lake Shore 
Minnetonka 
JOSHUA D. LAUZER MATTHEW ROBERT MAYERS 
KACI LYN NEIDERHAUSER 
St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude 
Menomonie, Wisconsin 
RYAN PATRICK LAVELLE 
Cold Spring JOLEEN KATHRYN NEILSON 
Cum Laude 
PAMELA ANN MCBROOM Cum Laude 
Shoreview Cum Laude 
Zimmerman 
St. Cloud JEREMY MICHAEL NELSON 
JONATHAN]. LAYNE 
St. Cloud 
AMANDA MARIE MCCOY Cum Laude 
Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin Stacy 
KENDRA M. LEE 
Cum Laude 
PAUL JOSEPH MEELA LAURA DIANE NELSON 
St. Cloud 
Sauk Rapids Cum Laude 
KYLE KAISER LEE 
AMBER LXN°N MELQUIST 
Lyle 
Cum Laude 
Eden Prairie STEVEN EDWARD NICHOLS 
Cum Laude 
Alexandria PATRICK JAMES MENGELKOCH 
Burnsville 
Lakeville 
CHYRIS_SE RENEE ·LEMOINE 
Magna Cum Laude HANNAH SHALOM MERCER 
AMANDA JEAN NICKEL 





LAURA CATHERINE NOE KEITH BRIAN PROCHASKA MARY ELIZABETH SCHMIDT 
Summa Cum Laude Silver Lake Anoka 
Alexandria AMY M. PROSOSKI MICHAEL JOSEPH SCHMIDT 
JONATHAN DAVID NOERENBERG Pine River St. Cloud 
Cum Laude RICHARD NELS PRYD JR. LEAH M. SCHMITT 
Watertown Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
AMBER LYNN NOHRENBERG St. Cloud St. Cloud 
Appleton BENJAMIN JAMES QUACKENBUSH KATHY LYNN SCHNEIDER 
KRISTINA RHEA NORWOOD Chokio Watkins 
Cum Laude SAENGMANY RATSABOUT HEIDI J. SCHOENECKER 
St. Cloud Blaine Stillwater 
JENNIFER ANN NYLUND SARA BETH REZEK EMILY JOY SCHULTZ 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Alexandria Worthington Brooklyn Park 
JASON ALLEN O'CONNOR RENEE LAVON RICE TINA EILEEN SCHWANZ 
Lakeville Cum Laude Farmington 
CHERYL LYNN ODENS Sartell KELLY LYNN SCHWARTZ 
Magna Cum Laude ERIC WAYNE RISTVEDT St. Paul 
Maple Grove Alexandria GINA ELIZABETH SCIPIONI 
AMANDAJAYNE OHM PATRICK S. ROBERTS Coon Rapids 
Magna Cum Laude Lake City EATHAN DAVID SENOGLES Brookings, South Dakota 
JOYCE ANN ROFFLER New Brighton 
STEVEN THOMAS OHNSTAD Magna Cum Laude KELLY J. SEPPELT Cum Laude Winona Foley Owatonna 
CASEY JOHN ROGERS ADAMJORDANSEUTTER JOHN KEVIN OLMSCHEID Virginia St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude 
DANIEL J . ROSE JON PAUL SHADDEN Waite Park 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude RONALD NELS OLSON Spring Valley Big Lake Minneapolis 
RACHAEL MELINDA ROSE KELLY ANN SHUCK JESSE LYMAN ONKKA Summa Cum Laude Sunburg St. Paul St. Cloud 
MARSHALL RAY SIMMONS KRISTIN ELIZABETH OSGOOD KELLY ANNE ROSIER St. Cloud Maple Grove Virginia 
MEGAN MARIE SIMONETT KATHRYN LEE PAULSON MICHAEL HENRY RUCKE Cleveland Eagan Plymouth 
CHAD MICHAEL SIVERTSON JASON SCOTT PELTIER NICOLE THERESE RUETER Andover Stillwater Sauk Rapids 
JAMIE LYNN SKIPPER BROOKE IRENE PETERSON BETHANY KAY RUSKAMP Cum Laude Cum Laude Marshall Mt. Iron Anoka 
WILLOW MARIAH (EBY) SALOUM KARI LYNN SMITH JACOB DALE PHANEUF Summa Cum Laude Prior Lake Coon Rapids Glenwood 
AMANDA LEE SORTEBERG JOHN HARRY POLSON III CARLY E SANKO Anoka Rosemount Minnetonka 
ERIC KENNETH SPEAR BECKY LEE POMORIN ELISHA AMBER SAPLETAL Milton, Massachusetts Maplewood Inver Grove Heights 
JON ARNOLD STEIN JESSICA LYNN PONTIUS TOMOKASATO Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Morris Ramsey Sendai-City, Miyagi, Japan 
THERESA MARIE STEIN REBECCA J. POST NICOLE RENEE' SCHILTZ Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Kimball Blaine Hibbing 
VERONICA MARY STERNBERG AMY MARIE POULIOT TRAVIS MICHAEL SCHIMMELPFENNIG Summa Cum Laude Elk River Glencoe Ramsey 
CHRISTOPHERJOHN PRAHL MICHAELJOHN SCHLAUDERAFF WADE ALLEN STEWART Sunburg Litchfield Princeton 
MARIA RENEE PREGLER COREY ALLEN SCHMIDT MATTHEW RYAN STOFFERAHN Apple Valley North St. Paul Chanhassen 
CARRIE ANN PRIBYL KRISTINE ELAINE SCHMIDT LAFE JON SWALIN Maple Lake Monticello Spicer 
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JOSHUA ROY SWANSON DAVID DARRELL WALTERS TIFFANY MARIE BECKER 
Blaine Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
ERIK R. THEISEN Walker Waseca 
Cold Spring TRACY MARIE WEGNER ELIZABETH CONCEPCION BENSON 
JILLIAN MARY THELEN Faribault Magna Cum Laude 
Anoka KARIE SUSAN WELDON Waverly 
VICKI L. THIEL~N St. Paul JESSE LEE BERG 
Cum Laude REBECCA MARY WELLE Sanborn 
Paynesville Rockville JAMIE LEE BOERBOOM 
DAVID T. THIMESCH AARON THOMAS WELTERS Minneapolis 
Fairmont Magna Cum Laude STACY MARIE BOONE l 
AARON BROWER TOSH St. Cloud Monticello 
Crookston AIMEE JO WENDT JESSICA C. BROMENSCHENKEL 
KERRY NICHOLE TOSO Milford, Ohio St. Cloud 
Magna Cum Laude JEFFREY S. WERNER ROBERT ROSS BUSHMAN 
Worthington Rapid City, South Dakota Monticello 
STEPHANIE MARIE TRINDADE JENNIFER L. WIDMER SUSAN DIANA CHRISTLE 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Fargo, North Dakota Waconia St. Cloud 
JODY M. TWARDOWSKI BENJAMIN JOSEPH WIECHMAN STEPHEN MICHAEL CLARK 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Long Prairie Freeport St. Cloud 
MEGHAN ROSE TYLER KATHERINE RAE WILLIAMS BRIAN MICHAEL CORBETT 
Hibbing Summa Cum Laude Bloomington 
LISA MARIE ODAIR.AM Brooklyn Center ADAM]. CORWIN 
Roseville PHILIP JOHN WILLIAMS Apple Valley 
ANDREW THOMAS DELAND Richfield MICHELLE ANN TOWNSEND DANGOL 
St. Paul SAMANTHA JANE WIL'-IAMS Cum Laude 
BETH ANNE ULRICH Grand Marais Omaha, Nebraska 
Stillwater TARA LEE WISDORF ANNE ELIZABETH DISSE 
JULIE ANNA VANDERMAY Cottonwood Detroit Lakes 
Summa Cum Laude KATHRYN ELIZABETH WOLD ANGELA LYNETTE DOUVIER 
St. Cloud Cum Laude Glenwood 
LOR VANG Minneapolis HEATHER MARIE EIDE 
Brooklyn Center MORGAN PAUL WOODWARD Buffalo 
TAMMI JO VELD Magna Cum Laude ADDIE LEE EVANS 
Monticello St. Cloud North Mankato 
BENJAMIN JACK VELZEN KEITH DAVID WROOLIE TARA LYNN FLOR 
Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude Farmington 
Grand Rapids Baxter JOLENE JEAN FRANK 
ALEJANDRA VILLARREAL AMANDA LEA WYFFELS Little Falls 
Summa Cum Laude Rio Grande City, Texas 
Willmar BRYAN JOHN FREED 
EMILY KAY VOLLER St. Cloud 
Summa Cum Laude PHILIP DANIEL YUNK 
Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin MICHAEL A. FRITTS Bismarck, North Dakota Coral Springs, Florida 
MICHAEL F ZIEGLER BEAUDREY PHILIP VREELAND 
Cum Laude JASON ROBERT FRITZ Moorhead 
Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin St. Cloud 
SEAN ALEXANDER WACHTER 
BRIAN ROBERT ZIMNY ERIK ORLAND HALVERSON Summa Cum Laude 
Alexandria Alexandria Raymond 
HENRY GAYLORD HARRIS 
KRISTEN A. WAISLEY 
Bachelor of Elective Studies Mantorville Stillwater 
CONNIE L. HAUER 
REBECCA JO WALDVOGEL BRITTANY M. ANDERSON Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Englewood, Colorado Sartell 
Spring Lake Park CHARLES RICHARD BAKOS KEITH JAMES HECKENDORF 
KELLEY JEAN-EGAN WALKER Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Alexandria Elk River Mosinee, Wisconsin 
KELLI LYNNAE WALLACE KIMBERLY ANN BALFANZ LIBBY ANNE HEININ G 
Cum Laude Sauk Rapids St. Joseph 
Moorhead MARY THERESE BALLENGEE DANA MARIE HENDRICKSEN 
MELISSA ANNE WALRATH Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Asbury Park, New Jersey St. Cloud 
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SCOTT ALAN HORSMAN CARLY BETH NESSETH EARLINE WILLS VAN HOVE 
Sartell Northfield Magna Cum Laude 
MICHELLE RHEA HUNTER KELLY LYNN HANSON NYSTROM Willmar 
Andover Magna Cum Laude JEFFREY J . VETSCH 
ADNAN ABDUL HUSSAIN St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude ODEN JOSEPH OHLSEN Aitkin 
Elgin, Illinois North Branch KELSEY ANN WALSH 
JOY LEE JELLINGS SUSAN JANE ORTH Bloomington 
Atwater Magna Cum Laude PAUL]. WALSH 
GARRETT JOHN JENSEN Clear Lake Alexandria 
Chanhassen SUDIP PANDEY JEDEDIAH JEROLD WANNARKA 
ERIN L. JENSON St. Cloud Columbia, Maryland 
Cum Laude GIRWAN POKHAREL CANDACE ANN WEBER 
Vadnais Heights Minneapolis St. Cloud 
BRIAN JAMES JOHNSON JAY WILLIAM PUCEL TERRI LYNN YURClYK 
St. Michael Maple Grove Avon 
SANDRA CAROLJORGENSON NATHAN THOMAS ROOD 
Magna Cum Laude Eau Claire, Wisconsin Bachelor of Fine Arts Annandale JOEL BRADLEY RUNGE BRANDON CHRIS BAUER 
JOEL DAVID KACZMAREK Alexandria Shoreview 
Franklin, Wisconsin FILLIP STEPHEN RUZZI SARAH ELIZABETH BUDENSIEK 
JOEL ROBERT KEHL Burnsville Cum Laude 
Osceola, Wisconsin CHAD CHRISTOPHER SANASACK Janesville, Wisconsin 
MICHAEL SCOTT KELL St. Paul LORI MARIE BYE 
Oakdale TROY JOHN SCHROEDER Mankato 
NADEEM LAL KHAN St. Cloud TRAVIS JOHN CAMPBELL 
New Carrollton, Maryland KATHERINE ANNE SCHROETKE Madison, Wisconsin 
ALI ISTIFA KIDWAI Clearwater KRISTIN JULIA GEISELHART 
Ashburn, Virginia TONYA VANESSA SCHWARTZ St. Cloud 
HAROLD LEO MCCORMICK KIMBALL St. Cloud MICHAEL CURTIS GOBELI 
Magna Cum Laude JEFFREY MATTHEW SOLTAU Woodbury 
Annandale Monticello LAURA MARIE GOFF 
RHONDA KAY KIMMAN LANA JEAN STARK Inver Grove Heights 
Pillager Magna Cum Laude ANDREW LOUIS GROSBERG 
THERESA LYNN KIMMES Isle Sauk Rapids 
Cum Laude BENJAMIN THOMAS STICH SARA THERESA HAMMERSTAD Sauk Rapids Summa Cum Laude Andover 
KARL ODIN KISE Brooklyn Park 
KIRSTIN KARIN HANGSLEBEN Shoreview JENNIFER LYNNE STONE Arden Hills 
ADAM MATTHEW KLINE Apple Valley 
SAMANTHA RAE HOLLERMANN Cum Laude ADAM JOHN SUSSNER Rockville Burnsville St. Cloud 
DIANE FRANCES LEONARD JASON WADE KNICK REHAN TABASSAM Jacobson Becker St. Cloud 
MASON S. LITTLE JASON SCOTT KRON LINDA MARIE TANGREN Plymouth Cold Spring Summa Cum Laude 
MARIO ARTURO LOPEZ LEE ARTHUR LORENTZ Champlin 
Litchfield Cum Laude STEPHANIE JO THOMPSON 
Annandale Coon Rapids NICOLE MACIEJ 
AHSAN MAHBUB NANCY C. TOLENTINO 
Royalton 
St. Cloud Sartell KARI ANN MANDLER 
ADAM PATRICK MARWICK SHYLLA TRISCO 
Buffalo 
Virginia St. Cloud NICHOLE MARIE MCKAY 
Brainerd RYAN JOHN MCCALLUM JAMES R. TROUT 
KELLY J. MEYER Burnsville Roseville 
JEFFREY GERALD MIFEK JILL MARIE UMERSKI 
Slayton 
Summa Cum Laude St. Cloud RACHAEL JEAN MOENCH 
Montrose 
KRISTI LYN VAN PELT 
Magna Cum Laude 
TERESA LYNN MOEN Bloomington 
Bloomington 
Portland, Oregon LARISSA CHRISTINA MONTANA 
NONG KHAI VANG Magna Cum Laude FUMITAKE MORIYA Minneapolis St. Paul Akita, Japan 
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JESSICA ANN NEWTON ESAM ABDULLAH AL-MATROOD FRANK JASON AYERS 
Magna Cum Laude Dammam, Saudi Arabia Cum Laude 
Hastings AHMED H. AL-SELHAM St. Cloud 
JILL MARIE PUTNAM St. Cloud AARON MICHAEL BABCOCK 
Blaine KAPIL D. AMIN Magna Cum Laude 
NAOMI SUE RAASCH Monticello St. Cloud 
Cum Laude MOHAMMAD AMIN IBRAHIM BAH 
St. Louis Park Bangladesh St. Cloud 
SHANE DOUGLAS ROHMAN SM MAHAMUDUL AMIN SAINABOU BAH 
Trimont Dhaka, Bangladesh Brooklyn Park 
GENNA MARIE RUSSO CASSANDRA ANNE AMIOT ANTHONY LEE BAKKE 
Virginia Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
HEATHER MARIE SAGISSER Spicer Crystal 
Magna Cum Laude BRIANA LYNN ANDERSON JOSHUA LEE BAKKE 
Eagan Mora Crystal 
CAMRYN TERESE SCHULTE DEVIN J. ANDERSON AMY LOUANN BALL 
St. Cloud Willmar Cum Laude 
DANIEL CHRISTOPHER SLAGLE Elk River GLENDA DALE ANDERSON 
Cum Laude North Branch RICHARD THOMAS BANASZEWSKI 
Stillwater Inver Grove Heights 
HEATHER F. ANDERSON 
BRYAN RICHARD THORSON Cum Laude MICHELLE RENEE BANNISTER 
Hudson, Wisconsin Eau Claire, Wisconsin Andover 
KATHERINE ROSE WEISPFENNING JACOB M. ANDERSON JAMES LEONARD BARG 
Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Eveleth 
Minnesota City St. Cloud KELLY GENNETT BARKLEY 
MELISSA ANN ANDERSON Chisago City 
Bachelor of Music Summa Cum Laude AUSTIN JOSEPH BARNES 
JOSEPH LAWRENCE RIPKA Crystal Marshall 
Magna Cum Laude MICHAEL LEE ANDERSON KRISTIN LEE BATHKE 
Princeton Apple Valley Summa Cum Laude 
NATASHA LEE ANDERSON Grove City 
Summa Cum Laude LISA MARIE BAUCH 
Bachelor of Science 
West St. Paul Cum Laude 
TARREN JAMES ANDERSON Anoka 
JEFFRY JAMES ABELMAN Aitkin MATTHEW ROLLAND BAUDOIN 
Bessemer, Michigan 
PAUL THOMAS ARENS Rochester 
KELLY E. ABRAHAM St. Cloud STACY LYNN BAUMBACH 
Page, North Dakota 
CRAIG ANDREW ARMBRUST Magna Cum Laude 
BRENT]. ADAMS Sauk Rapids Shoreview 
Austin VINCENT CORDELL BEAMAN ALYSSA MICHELLE ARMSTRONG 
GABRIELLE LYNN ADAMS Geneva, Illinois St. Francis 
Allen Park, Michigan 
JOSHUA ALAN ARNDT LINDSEY MARIE BECKIUS 
ASHIQUE MAHMOOD ADNAN Red Wing Maple Grove 
St. Cloud LISA CLAR BECKIUS ERIN ELIZABETH ARNESON 
APRIL CATHERINE AHLIJAH White Bear Lake Cum Laude 
Ely 
SAMUEL MCANDREW ARNESON 
St. James 
ABUBAKAR ZIAUDDIN AHMED Lakeville WILLIAM JON BECKMAN 
Reston, Virginia Cum Laude 
REBECCA A. AIKEN 
JOSHUA CARL ARNOLD Red Wing 
Clifton Park, New York 
Magna Cum Laude DEREK DANIEL BEININGEN 
Maple Lake KATIE MARIE ASHEIM Madison 
St. Cloud 
KIRSTIN MARY AKER MARTY BELL 
Rockford MICHAEL JOHN ASSENMACHER Cold Spring 
Cum Laude 
HASSAN K. H. ALAJMI Preston, Iowa CURTIS C. BEMIS 
St. Cloud Cum Laude 
NEIL DOUGLAS ATHMANN Milaca 
EMILY REBECCA ALBERS Richfield 
St. Cloud KRISTEN ELIZABETH BENECKE 
MELISSA SUE ATKINSON Summa Cum Laude 
MICHAEL JAMES ALFIERI Waite Park Brooklyn Park 
Cum Laude 
Maplewood JODI LYNN AULWES ROBERT ELI BENGSON, JR. 
EHSANUL HOQUE ALLAN 
Brooklyn Center Litchfield 
St. Cloud ELIZABETH KATE AYANA TRACY LOUISE BENNING 
Minneapolis Avon 
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BETHANY JEAN ,BENTING MELANIE KATHLEEN BLUHM KURT MICHAEL BRUNNER 
Cambridge Oakdale Rice Lake, Wisconsin 
MARY LYNN BENTLEY BRIAN ALLAN BOEHMER JEFFREY M. BUCK 
Sartell Magna Cum Laude Elgin 
PAUL DANIEL ARYEH BEN-YEHUDA St. Joseph TIFFANY ANNA BUKER 
Cum Laude JUSTIN J . BOETTCHER Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Stillwater Waseca 
PAUL JAMES BERNHARD STEVEN ROBERT BOHLMAN JONAH TERRY BURCKHARDT 
Blaine Blaine Cum Laude 
ERIC JOSEPH BERSCHEID SHAWN R. BOHN Tyler 
Holdingford Cum Laude HEIDI ANN BURG 
BREANNE LEE BETLOCK Milbank, South Dakota Cum Laude 
Cum Laude JESSICA SUZANNE BONKRUDE Paynesville 
Little Falls Cum Laude MARK ROBERT BUSHINSKI 
RAJESH BHAGAT Prairie Farm, Wisconsin Roseville 
St. Cloud ZANETA NOREIKAITE BORCHERT AMBER MARIE BUSSMANN 
EMERALD BHANDARI Sauk Rapids Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud ANN ELIZABETH BORDENAVE Buffalo 
SIRISH KUMAR BHATIA Stillwater MATTHEW STITHEM BUTCHER 
St. Cloud NICOLE KATHLEEN BORGEN Douglas, Wyoming 
ANIL BHATTARAI Cum Laude BERNARD ANDREW BZDOK 
St. Cloud New Prague Cum Laude 
DAVID R. BIALKE JEFFREY DANIEL BOSCH 
St. Cloud 
Sartell Summa Cum Laude CHRISTOPHER RYAN CANNIFF 
KATE ELIZA BIEGERT 
Maple Grove Hastings 
Magna Cum Laude MELANIE AMY BOSER LAURA ClABO CAPES 
Willmar Cum Laude Cum Laude 
JESSE W BIRNSTIHL 
Champlin South Haven 
Summa Cum Laude JOSHUA ALEXANDER BOYD RACHEL ELIZABETH CAPISTRANT 
Virginia Apple Valley Staples 
KATHRYN MARIE BISEK AMANDA ELIZABETH BRANDT ADAM R. CARLSON 
New Prague Brookings, South Dakota Summa Cum Laude 
JESSICA ROSANNE BISTODEAU ADAM COLE BRANSTAD 
Plymouth 
Champlin Owatonna ALEX WILLIAM CARLSON 
JILL MARIE BISTODEAU RHONDA E. BREEDING 
Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Litchfield 
Dayton St. Cloud MICHAEL ALAN CARLSON 
JOSHUA MILTON BITZ JENNIFER LYNN BREITENFIELD 
Summa Cum Laude 
Grey Eagle St. Cloud 
Brainerd 
JULIE LEANN BJERKE DAN J . BREZINA 
ROBIN CAROL CARNEY 
St. Joseph Alexandria 
Cum Laude 
VALERIE DESIREE BLACK CARRIE JO BRINKMAN 
Maple Grove 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
JENNIFER JEAN CARPER 
Staples Avon 
Wayzata 
CHRISTOPHERJOHN BLAIR ELLEN ELIZABETH BRINKMAN 
DARIN JAY CARSTENS 
Apple Valley Cum Laude 
Paynesville 
ELLSPETH C. BLAIR 
North St Paul MARY JEANETTE CASPERS 
Magna Cum Laude JAMIE NICOLE BRIST 
Melrose 
Bagley Apple Valley DIANE D. CESAFSKY 
ANGELA GENEVIEVE BLAKE MELINDA MERLE BROCKOPP 
Summa Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Sartell 
Braham 
St. Cloud ERIN COLLEEN BROM ALEX E. CHAMBERLIN 
REBECCA JEAN BLISSENBACH Brooklyn Park 
Magna Cum Laude 
Victoria 
Summa Cum Laude STEPHANIE J. BROUSSARD 
Pierz Cum Laude AMANDA SUE CHAMBERLIN 
NICOLE LEE BLOCH St. Cloud 
Monticello 
Magna Cum Laude CATHY LEE BROWN KAI SHIUAN CHAN 
Sartell Blaine St. Cloud 
ANDREW J. BLOtK ELIZABETH NICHOLE BROWN WEN HOW CHAN 
Fridley Orono Selangor D. E., Malaysia 
KARI LYNN BLOCK ALEXANDER WILILAM BRUGH SARAH LYNN CHAPMAN 
Summa Cum Laude St. Cloud Cottage Grove 
Paynesville 
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JOHN ALAN CHAU MATTHEW ROBERT COTTERMAN JA ET MARIE DEZELLER 
Summa Cum Laude New Prague Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud JENNIFER GRACE CREMERS Holdingford 
SHAHBAZ A. CHAUDHARY Summa Cum Laude HABIBATOU DIALLO 
St. Cloud Albany St. Cloud 
KYLE DAVID CHERNE JULIE ANN CRONK MOUSSA SEYDOU DIALLO 
Cum Laude Sioux Falls, South Dakota Cum Laude 
Brainerd KORRIN MARIE WELLS St. Cloud 
WEI JIE ANDRE CHIEW Austin MEGGAN MARIE DICKINSON 
Johar Bahru, Malaysia JARED THOMAS CROTTEAU Maple Grove 
ZACHARY PAUL CHRISTENSEN Fridley ALISSA KOREN DIEDERICH 
Minnetonka RENAE LYNN CULLY Willmar 
JOSHUA HENDRICK CHRISTENSON Cum Laude CYNDY LEE DIEDRICH 
Monticello St. Cloud Cum Laude 
MARK DOUGLAS CHRISTENSON JOHN FREDRICK CULP Roseville 
Bloomington Monticello AMANDA MARY DINGMANN 
TINA MARIE CHRISTIAN JUSTIN JOSEPH CUMMINGS Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Sun Prairie, Wisconsin Albany 
St. Cloud MICHAEL LAWRENCE CURTIN JULIET DIONG 
PAMELA BETH CHRISTIANSON Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Foreston Elgin, Illinois Perak, Malaysia 
KEVIANN NICOLE CHUMLEY ADAM PAUL CZECH ERICA LOUISE DIRKS 
Apple Valley Cum Laude Owatonna 
FRED LEWIS CLARK Little Falls JULIE ANN DOERING 
Walhalla, North Dakota TRICIA NICOLE DAHLKE Delano 
JOANNE E. CLITES Arlington NICOLE MARIE DOLENCE 
Summa Cum Laude JOSEPH WALTER DALTON Moorhead 
Becker Summa Cum Laude SALLY FRANCES DOLEZAL 
JEREMY DAVID COFFMAN St. Cloud Cum Laude 
St. Paul BRIDGET ANNE DANFORTH Young America 
AMANDA N. COKER Hinckley NOAH THOMAS DOMINIK 
Mankato ANDREW JAMES DANIELS Magna Cum Laude 
KEISHA L. COLEMAN New Germany 
Onamia 
Magna Cum Laude DUSTIN JAMES DARVEAUX FRANKLIN Z. DONGMO 
Minneapolis Pipestone St. Cloud 
JAMES ROBERT COLHOUR DAVINA REBECCA SUE DONNDELINGER 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park Medan, Indonesia Oak Grove 
SANOUSSY CONDE AARON R. DECKER JESSICA RENEE DORAN 
St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
JESSICA MARGARET CONKEL Sartell 
Monticello 
Magna Cum Laude GINA M. DECKER JULIE ANNE DOTZENROD 
Glencoe North St. Paul Magna Cum Laude 
BRICE THOMAS CONNER MICHAEL ADAM DEHN 
Wyndmere, North Dakota 
Farmington Magna Cum Laude GINA LOUISE DOUGLAS 
SARA CHRISTINE CONRAD Milaca 
Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude STACY MARIE DEMINSKY 
Plymouth 
St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude MARK THOMAS DOWNING 
MATTHEW PAUL CONTONS Sartell 
St. Cloud 
Champlin BETHANN LOUISE DEMUTH DANIELLE LYNN DRAHEIM 
AMY ROSE CONZEMIUS Marshall 
Magna Cum Laude 
Shoreview 
Burnsville JOSHUA D. DENFELD 
CARISSA ANN COOK Cum Laude 
CASSONDRA BETH DRASSAL 
St. Cloud Foley 
Magna Cum Laude 
Isanti 
ANNA ELIZABETH DENIS KYLE MICHAEL COOK 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
KELLY LYNN DREXLER 
New Hope Andover 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kerkhoven 
AMY MARIE COOPER ELIZABETH DERUSHA 
Cum Laude Cum Laude 
PETER L. DUDA 
Sauk Rapids Inver Grove Heights 
Rochester 
JAMES ANTHONY CORBO ASMITA ABASAHEB DESHMUKH 
NICHOLAS MARK DUFTY 
Summa Cum Laude St. Cloud 
Fergus Falls 
South St. Paul 
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CHRISTOPHER M. DUNBAR LISA ANN ERNST ANDREW K. FRANK 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
Becker West St. Paul TRACY LEE FRANK 
LISA MARIE DUPAY DIZEM ERTAC Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Cold Spring 
Becker Nicosia, Cyprus KIMBERLY J. FREDERICKSON 
NICOLE ANN DUPONT DOGUS ERTAC Summa Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Nicosia, Cyprus Corcoran 
Coon Rapids ERIC CHRISTOPHER ESPESETH ANDREA MICHELLE FREDRICKSON 
LEAH MARIE EBENSTEINER Moorhead Magna Cum Laude 
Northfield Magna Cum Laude MICHAEL R. ESSELMAN 
KEVIN DAVID FRENDIN Albany Milaca 
Magna Cum Laude MATTHEW JOHN ECKERT PATRICIA M. ESTREM 
Fergus Falls Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
SARAH THERESA FRIEDRICHS Rhinelander, Wisconsin Onamia 
Magna Cum Laude STEVEN T. ECKES KEVIN MARLIN FABER 
Buffalo Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
JOHN T. FRYHLING N Anoka St. Cloud 
Clearwater ERIN AMBER EDHOLM ENANGA FALE 
DANIEL J. FUNDINGSLAND Magna Cum Laude St. Cloud 
Summa Cum Laude Winona CAREY LYNN FALK 
KATIE BETH EDMAN Waite Park Baxter 
Virginia 
KIMBERLY MARIE FARAH MATTHEW DONALD FUNK 
Marshall JUANITA JOAN EIBNER McGregor 
SHANNON LEE FURAN Pequot Lakes PATRICIA ANN FAULKNER 
Magna Cum Laude NATHAN PATRICK EISENBARTH Summa Cum Laude 
Elk River Morgan Sandstone 
CASSANDRA GRACE-ANN FYTEN JEREMY D. EISENSCHENK MELISSA MARIE FEHN 
Anoka St. Cloud St. Michael 
SANDRA GABRIELSON KRISTEN MARIE EISINGER DUSTIN JAMES FENWICK 
Summa Cum Laude Maple Plain Anoka 
Litchfield ERIN JOY EKBERG ASHLEY ANN FERGUSON 
JONATHON DAVID GAIDA Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Osseo Adrian 
St. Cloud CONRAD A. ELLESTAD LAUREN C. FETTIG 
VERONICA GENE GAIDELIS Pine River Aberdeen, South Dakota 
Cum Laude LEAH M. ELLIS GINGER NICOLE FIEBIGER Volin, South Dakota Summa Cum Laude Maplewood 
JEB J. GAINEY Burnsville 
DAWNA ROSE FINNERN Cum Laude MARY BETH ELLWEIN Mankato St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude 
RYAN THOMAS FIORITO JAMIE LEA GALL Coon Rapids 
Minneapolis Cum Laude LORI A. ENGLER 
Cum Laude GREG MICHAEL FISCHBACH Eagan 
Little Falls St. Cloud STACY ANN GALL 
JENNIFER E. FISCHER Cum Laude ANTHONY J. ENRIGHT 
Summa Cum Laude Pierz Mankato 
Albany ELIZABETH A. GAMMELL DAVID JOEL ERICKSON 
JASON ROBERT FLOREK St. Cloud Breckenridge 
St. Cloud DUODUO GAO JAMES EDWIN ERICKSON 
KERFALA FOFANA Shenzhen, China Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude AMBER MARIE GARBINA Rochester 
KEELEY BETH ERICKSON 
Conakry, Guinea Bloomington 
KATE PATRICIA FOLEY LUCAS S. GARCIA-SILVA Langdon, North Dakota 
Magna Cum Laude Lake Geneva, Wisconsin MICHAEL JAMES ERICKSON Tomahawk, Wisconsin 
AMY CATHERINE GARDING Grantsburg, Wisconsin 
ENG WAH FOO Paynesville DUSTIN ALLEN ERICSON Penang, Malaysia 
ROBERT ALLEN GARTLAND Princeton 
KIMBERLY A. FOSSUM St. Cloud MARK LEIF ERIKSSON Plymouth 
JOSHUA PAUL GEER St. Cloud 
BETHANY MICHELLE FOWBLE Minot, North Dakota SUZANNE LEE ERKEL Olathe, Kansas 
NICHOLAS ROY GEORGES Summa Cum Laude 
Cedar Delano 
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KRISTAL MAY GERALD AMY MARIE GRUBER KAYLENE D. HANSEN 
Farmington Freeport Cum Laude 
MICHELLE ANNE GERDES TROY L. GRUBER Marshall 
Magna Cum Laude Sauk Rapids TRACY J. HANSEN 
Coon Rapids PATRICK JOHN GRUENES Cum Laude 
PAUL THOMAS GHIZONI Melrose Champlin 
Coon Rapids KATIE MAE GUERTIN KARINA M. HANSON 
JULIENNE ELAINE GIENGER Summa Cum Laude Fridley 
Phoenix, Arizona Brooklyn Park KEVlN R. HANSON 
JENNIFER LIN GIESER THERESA LYNN GULBRANSON Grant 
Dassel New London NICHOLE RENAE. HANSON 
CHANTEL KATHLEEN GILBERTS SEAN HERMAN GUNESEKERA Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Atwater 
Lake Lillian St. Cloud ELIZABETH KATHRYN HARDESTY 
MELIA RAELYN GLIENKE BRIAN JOHN GUSTAFSON Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude Alberta 
Faribault Brainerd MEGAN MARIE HARDESTY 
JODIE ROSE GOBLER SARA MARIE GUSTAFSON Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Alexandria 
Amery, Wisconsin Hines TED ALAN HARDING 
TYSON PIERCE GOEMAN ALLISON ANN GUTORMSON Golden Valley 
St. Cloud Cum Laude ANDREA LYNN HARTER 
JEFFREY S. GOETTL Swanville St. Joseph 
Cum Laude CELESTE ARIANNA HAKKOLA KAMMI RAE HARVlEUX 
Owatonna Cum Laude Hugo 
DANIEL ROBERT GOLOMBIECKI Crystal KARL JOHN HASS 
Little Falls ANDREA EVELYN HALL Wells 
FREDERICK C. GOMES Magna Cum Laude SYED MUSTAFA HASSAN 
Dhaka, Bangladesh New Brighton Maple Grove 
KELLY JO GOTFREDSON JEFFREY MARK HALL KIMBERLY KRISTEN HAUGEN 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Thief River Falls 
Mora Owatonna LEAH FAITH HAUGEN ,. 
KARI KATHLEEN HALL STEVEN JACOB GOTFREDSON Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Brooklyn Park Moose Lake 
SARA LEE GOTTWALT AMANDA MARIE HALLFRISCH SHARON JOAN HAUGEN 
Magna Cum Laude Duluth Princeton 
Sartell BRADLEY MICHAEL HALONEN ANDREW JOHN HAUSTI;N 
MARISSA MARIE GRAJEWSKI Cokato Burnsville 
Holcombe, Wisconsin CATHERINE RAE HALUPCZOK ANNE MARIE HAWKINS 
THOMAS WILLIAM GRANDY St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude ERICA L. HALVERSON Minneapolis 
Glenwood DeSmet, South Dakota NICHOLAS JAMES HAWKINSON 
SARAH ANN GRANHOLT GLEN BRIAN HAMANN Andover 
Altoona, Wisconsin Cold Spring CASSIE E. E. HAYES 
TRACI MAY GRANING MACKENZIE LEE HAMM Onamia 
Becker Summa Cum Laude CHERYL L. HAYES 
PAUL MARVlN GREGERSEN Frazee Summa Cum Laude 
Detroit Lakes MARCUS FLOYD HAMPTON Staples 
AMY LYNN GREGOIRE Sioux Falls, South Dakota KIRSTEN MARIE BUTTERFIELD HEGMAN 
Plymouth KATHERINE ANNETTE HANCOCK Rogers 
ADAM H. GREINER Cum Laude ERIC JOHN HEIEREN 
Afton Big Lake Apple Valley 
SARAH ANNE GRIBBLE LEAH MERIE HANCOtK MATTHEW JAMES HEIMAN 
Coon Rapids Cum Laude Randolph 
Mora 
LORI ANN GROINUS 
JAMES CHARLES HAN,GGI 
RYAN JOSEPH HEINEN 
Summa Cum Laude St. Joseph 
Kimball Maplewood HOLLY JANE HEITKAMP 
MARY BETH HAGEN JOHN T. HANNON Cum Laude 
Sunburg St. Cloud Adrian 
TARA P. GROOM ROY MARVlN HANNU JOEL GORDON HEITKAMP 
Ely Grand Rapids Summa Cum Laude 
KELLY L. GROSS ANGELA KATHERINE HANSEN Worthington 
Hamel Sauk Rapids DAVlD B. HELD 
16 Eagle River, Alaska 
JEFFREY P HELLER BENJAMIN D. HOLZINGER NICOLE JANET JANUSZEWSKI 
Eden Prairie Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
SCOTT FLOYD HELMBRECHT Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin St. Cloud 
Brook Park AMY LYN HOPKINS ANTHONY ROBERT JAROUSEK 
KRISTY NICOLE HELTEMES Summa Cum Laude Forest Lake 
Cum Laude Owatonna CHRISTINE MARIE JAX 
St. Joseph KELLY ANNE HOPP Bloomington 
KRIN LEE HENDERSON Rhinelander, Wisconsin TRISHA MARY JEDLICKI 
Becker WESLEY ALEXANDER HOSKINS Milaca 
TAMMI HELEN HENDRICKSON Coon Rapids CURTIS WILLIAM JENDRO 
Summa Cum Laude REBECCA]. HOUGER Magna Cum Laude 
Buffalo Cum Laude Long Prairie 
Crystal I MICHELE LEA HENKEMEYER KARLENE MARIE JENNISSEN 
Cum Laude ALICIA ANNE HOVLAND Sauk Centre 
Waite Park Cum Laude AMY LYNN JENSEN 
KEITH THOMAS HENNEMAN Upsala Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
Cum Laude TREVOR CLARK HOWARD JERRY LEE JENSEN· 
Kimball DePere, Wisconsin Cum Laude 
RYAN PAUL HENRY CATHRINE ANN HRUBY Cambridge 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude NICHOLAS RANDY JENSON 
La Crescent White Bear Lake Rochester 
REED THOMAS HENTGES YING HUANG DONALD PETER JERMAN 
Magna Cum Laude Roseville Cambridge, Wisconsin 
Clear Lake BRIDGET LYNNE HUBER MARK R. JESOK 
DANIEL RICHARD HERCHENBACH Summa Cum Laude Rice 
Libertyville, Illinois St. Cloud 
JESSE ROGERJOB 
MEGHAN ELIZABETH HERLOFSKY JAMIE RAE HUDELSON Freeport 
Brooklyn Park Duluth 
AMANDA BETH JOHNSON 
MATTHEW J. HERRMANN CHAD A. HULTMAN Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Lindstrom Princeton 
Marshall JONATHAN BRADY HUSBY AMANDA CHRISTINE JOHNSON 
ANDREW JOHN HERRON Brooklyn Park Willmar 
Brooklyn Park TAMMY MARIE HUSTON CORINNE M. JOHNSON 
BRENT JOSEPH HERZOG Sauk Centre Summa Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude JANELLE LORINE IACOVINO Wheaton 
St. Joseph Magna Cum Laude COURTNEY MICHELLE JOHNSON 
COREY CHRISTOPHER HERZOG Blooming Prairie Mounds View 
Cambridge JAMES WALKER ILIFF CURTIS BRYAN JOHNSON 
JENNIFER LYNN HESCH Cum Laude Melrose 
Sauk Rapids Minneapolis 
HEATHER IRENE JOHNSON 
LIZA R. HIBBARD NICHOLAS RYAN INGLES Coon Rapids 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
JAMES ANTHONY JOHNSON St. Cloud Apple Valley 
Magna Cum Laude 
MELANIE MARIE HIBBARD SAMEER IQBAL Pine City 
St. Cloud St. Cloud 
JEB MICHAELJOHNSON 
TIFFANY ANN HILL CHRISTOPHER KYLE JACKSON Cum Laude 
Maple Grove Watertown, New York Dassel 
KELLY ANN HINMAN JACOB L. JACKSON JODY LYNN JOHNSON 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Brookings, South Dakota 
St. Cloud Maple Grove 
KRISTt:N ROSE JOHNSON 
ANNA MARIE HLAVKA JEFFREY ALAN JACKSON Summa Cum Laude 
Silver Lake Apple Valley Stillwater 
KATIE M. HOELSCHER JILL MARIE JACKSON LAURA ANN JOHNSON 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Mounds View Apple Valley Little Falls 
GRETCHEN LOUISE HOFFMAN MARIE C. JACOBS LAURA JEAN JOHNSON 
Delano Cum Laude Saginaw 
TIMOTHY BJARNE HOLDEN Stevens Point, Wisconsin LESLIE A. JOHNSON 
Brooklyn Park AMANDA CHRISTINE JACOBY Summa Cum Laude 
ANDREW RYAN HOLMBO Magna Cum Laude Morgan 
Cum Laude Cottage Grove LINDSEY MARIE JOHNSON 
Melrose STEVEN ELIOT JANKE Duluth 







REBECCA LYNN JOHNSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids 
ROSS ANDREW JOHNSON 
Plymouth 
ROSS JAMES BENJAMI JOH SON 
Nicollet 
THAREN L. JOHNSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
TODD D. JOHNSON 
Cum Laude 
Anoka 
MICHAEL 0 . JOKINEN 
Minneapolis 
JIMMY DOUGLAS JONES 
Big Lake 
MICHAEL PAUL JONES 
New Brighton 
SCOTT ALAN JONES 
Andover 
SETH JEFFERSON JONES 
Cum Laude 
Benson 
JENNIFER COLLEEN JOZWIAK 
Maple Grove 
MATTHEW MICHAEL JUNKER 
Stillwater 
MARTINA JEAN JUVERA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Robbinsdale 
RAFIC ZIAD KABLAOUI 
Alsalmya, Kuwait 
KRISTIN LEE KALAHAR 
St. Cloud 






TIFFANY LYNN KAPROTH 
Foley 
JACK A. KARINIEMI 
Cum Laude 
Maple Grove 
DIPESH JUNG KARKI 
St. Cloud 
CHANDRA DEE KATH 
Cum Laude 
Rapid City, South Dakota 
ADAME. KAY 
Roseville 
MATTHEW MICHAEL KAY 
Rosemount 
CHARLES L. KEDING 
Vadnais Heights 
BRYAN PATRICK KELLY 
Plymouth 
JESSICA MEGHANN KELLY 
Cokato 
MCKENZIE DEE KELLY 
Cum Laude 
Faribault 
BRETT NICHOLAS KELMAN 
Fergus Falls 
SAMANTHA DAWN KENDALL 
Langdon, North Dakota 
BECKY MARIE KENT 
White Bear Lake 
GREGORY J. KERKVLIET 
Cum Laude 
Starbuck 




Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
KASHIF MUMTAZ KHA 
Cum Laude 
Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia 
MOHAMMAD ADEYL KHAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
SAMRAT KHAREL 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
LEYLA KHAVANIN 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 
KEITH MICHAEL KIEFFER 
Andover 





SHELBY LYNN KITZMANN 
Zumbrota 
KATIE LYNN KJESETH 
Minneapolis 
JARED ROGER KLATT 
Monticello 
KACIE ANN KLEMMENSEN 
Coon Rapids 
LAURA DEEANNE KLINEFELTER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Monticello 
TYLER STEVEN KLINGAMAN 
Cum Laude 
Waterloo, Iowa 
ROBERT OLIVER KLITZKE 




MATTHEW MICHAEL KLOOS 
Apple Valley 
CHRISTOPHER ROBERT KLOSSNER 
Maplewood 
JEREMY M. KLUCK 
Delano 
NICHOLAS LEO KLUG 
Holdingford 
KATHERINE ANN KNISLEY 
Magna Cum Laude 
New Ulm 
JEANNIE RAE KNOEDLER 
Cum Laude 
Eagan 
TRACEY MARIE KNOTHE 
Cum Laude 
Big Lake 
AMANDA J. KOBERNICK 
Cum Laude 
Deer Park, Wisconsin 
BRADLEY J. KOENCK 
Rosemount 
GREGORY R. KOETTER 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
STEVEN JAMES KOFOED 
Little Falls 
JESSICA LYNN KOHANEK 
Inver Grove Heights 
DANNY LEE KOHLER 
Ogema 
BIKASH KOJU 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
MICHAEL STEVEN KOLB 
Aberdeen, South Dakota 
MEGUMI KOMAGAMINE 
Cum Laude 
Kazuno, Akita, Japan 
MATTHEW D. KONZ 
Adrian 
JESSICA ELIZABETH KOPPIEN 
Minneota 
ADAM PHILIP KORDIAK 
St. Cloud 
JOY SERENE EBEN KORTAN 
Cum Laude 
Tyndall, South Dakota 
KELLIE LYNN KORTUMG 
Magna Cum Laude 
Eden Prairie 
THOMAS JOHN KORZENDORFER 
Hermantown 
STEVEN PETER KOSHIOL 
St. Cloud 
JULIE LYNN KOSIAK 
Maple Grove 
SARA BREANNA KRAEMER 
Cum Laude 
Monticello 
JEFFREY DAVID KREBSBACH 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
KRISTINE ANN KREMER 
Cum Laude 
Cold Spring 
SHELLIE D. KREMERS 
Clear Lake 
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RIOSH KRISHNAN LUKE NOEL LAMPRECHT JESSE MARVIN LHOTKA 
United Arab Emirates Plainview Appleton 
AMY JO KROIS ALEXANDRA CONBOY LANDWEHR WENYI LI 
Osseo St. Cloud St. Cloud 
MCKAYLA MAYANN KROLL ERIKA LINDSEY LANG SCOTT MICHAEL LICHTER 
Magna Cum Laude Milaca Anoka 
Council Bluffs, Iowa NATHAN PAUL LANGFIELD ANDREW JAMES LINDELL 
RACHEL MARIE KRONEBERGER Long Prairie Chaska 
Willmar CYNTHIA MARIE LEPALME MELISSA SUE LINDENBERG 
KATIE PATRICIA KRUEGER Brooklyn Park Rosemount 
Rogers AMY JOLENE LARSON JENNIFER A. LINDGREN 
THOMAS GERALD KRUEGER, JR. Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Crystal Litchfield St. Joseph 
ELIZABETH ANN KRUGER MELISSA THERESA LARSON JESSICA RAE LINDQUIST 
Cold Spring Minneapolis Delano 
MARY BETH KUBES NICHOLAS BRIAN LARSON JAIME MARY-JAN LISHINSKI 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
New Prague Inver Grove Heights Virginia 
MELISA RENEE KUBIAN ZACHARY GRANT LARSON CASEY LEON LITZINGER 
Summa Cum Laude White Bear Lake Lakeville 
Maple Lake BETH ANN LASH JINRUI LIU 
CATHYANN C. KUECHLE Brainerd Cum Laude 
Crystal JEREMIAH FREDERICK LASHINSKI Tangshan, HeBei, China 
ALISSA ELAINE KUJAWA Annandale SENDER LKHAGVADORJ 
Big Lake KAMAN LAU Magna Cum Laude 
VIJAYKUMAR Hong Kong, China St. Cloud 
Karachi, Pakistan REID THOMAS LAU DEAN ALLEN LOCHNER 
JESSICA ANNE KURTH Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Fairbanks, Alaska Sartell Sleepy Eye 
MICHAEL L. KUTTER SARAH ELIZABETH LAVIGNE KATIE MARIE LOESER 
Grey Eagle Foley Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 
UCHOTI VINCENT KUYOMBA RACHEL GWEN LAWRENCE STEPHANIE LARAE LOGAN 
St. Cloud Red Wing Aberdeen, South Dakota 
LIV CHRISTINA KYLLO COLLEEN SHANNON LEADLEY JENNIFER KAY LOKENSGARD 
Inver Grove Heights Magna Cum Laude Sartell 
TRAVIS DUDLEY LACHMANSINGH Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin THOMAS LORENZ LORENZEN 
Crystal KELLY LEE LEARY Colfax, Wisconsin 
MICHAEL LAWRENCE LADEN Magna Cum Laude ANGELA MARIE LUBERTS 
Minneapolis St. qoud Sauk Rapids 
JILL MARIE LADWIG AMY MARIE LEE CONNIE KAY LUDWIG 
Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Owatonna North Branch Paynesville 
JEFFREY L. LAFAVE CHRISTOPHER DOUGLAS LEE RYAN LEE LUNDAHL 
Summa Cum Laude Eagan Fridley 
DeSmet, South Dakota KA-PAN (JUNE) LEE COLE MATTHEW LUNDBERG 
AMANDA JEAN LAHR St. Cloud New London 
Cum Laude JACOB JOSEPH LEHNER RYAN JON LUNDERBY 
Sauk Rapids St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude 
ANDREW KENNETH LAHR MATTHEW RAYMOND LEINER St. Cloud 
Watkins St. Cloud MICHAEL D. LUNDSTROM 
DIANE LYNN LAING REED FRANKLIN LEONARD Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Owatonna 
Albany Deerwood SHELLY ANN LUSTIG 
LAURA MARIE LAMBERT DAVID GREGORY LERACH Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Mahtomedi 
Benson Oakdale LIBBI E. LUTHER 
WANDA LAMBERT YANNICK LESAOUT Brooklyn Park 
Big Lake Minneapolis RACHEL I. LUTHI 
JENNIFER ANN LAMOUREA MICHAEL PHILIP LEVENHAGEN Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Andover Morris 
Virginia YEE VERN LEW RENEE I. LUTHI 
St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude 
Morris 
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JULIE ANN LUTTRELL JENNIFER LYNN MARTENS KRISTINA MAE MEIER 
Moorhead Gaylord Summa Cum Laude 
LISA KRISTINE LUXA CRAIG JOSEPH MARTIN Sauk Centre 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude EDWARD JOSEPH MELBERG 
Farmington St. Cloud Andover 
BRIAN HARLAN LYSON JENNIFER RENAE MARTS JENNIFER]. MELLING 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Burnsville Moorhead Monticello 
RILEY KONTZ MAANUM ADAM MICHAEL MASLOSKI KEVIN JAMES MELSBY 
Johnson Cum Laude Blaine 
DANIEL JAMES MACIEJ Lakeville JASON CARL MERGEN 
Cum Laude AMBER MARIE MASTRO Magna Cum Laude 
Bowlus Magna Cum Laude Albany 
KALEE M. MACK Bemidji JESSICA KAY MERGEN 
Cum Laude GRETCHEN M. MAUCH Avon 
East Grand Forks Cum Laude DENISE M. MERRITT 
JUSTIN A. MACKEY Sauk Prairie, Wisconsin Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude JENNIFER ANNE MAURER Howard Lake 
Urbana, Illinois Magna Cum Laude CHRISTOPHER MARK MERTEN 
KIRA LYNN MAES Sartell Cum Laude 
Cum Laude MELISSA LYNN MAURER Big Lake 
Elk River Magna Cum Laude MELISSA LYNN MERWIN 
AARON JOSEPH MAGES Sauk Rapids Cum Laude 
Sleepy Eye SHAWN ROBERT MAYERS Plymouth 
MICHELLE LYNN MAHLE Melrose AILEEN LEONE MEYER 
Coon Rapids JAY PATRICK MCCALL Green Isle 
JEFFREY ROBERT MAHONEY Apple Valley KRISTIE LE JANET MEYER 
Olivia AARON M. MCCLINTOCK Magna Cum Laude 
TAKASHI MAIE Sauk Rapids Melrose 
Summa Cum Laude MINDY MARIE MCCORMACK MINDIE JEAN MEYER 
Kanagawa-ken, Japan Willmar Alexandria 
ALIOU BADARA MAIGA TRACE CARTER MCCOY AARON MICHAEL MEYERRING 
St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude Coon Rapids 
STEPHANIE AUTUMN MAKI Clearwater ERIC MATTHEW MICKELSON 
Cook MOLLY E. P. MCGANNON Summa Cum Laude 
KALEAB GIRMA MAKONNEN Cum Laude Menomonie, Wisconsin 
Addis Ab~ba, Ethiopia Boulder, Colorado CHARISSA MAE MIESELER 
LUIS CARLOS MALDONADO JON THOMAS MCGARTHWAITE Farmington 
Sartell Granite Falls KAILA LYNNE MIKES 
SIMON JOHN MALINSKI JEREMIAH JOE MCKEE Willmar 
New Prague Rochester AMY VERONICA MILLER 
ALISSA ANN MALOM KASEY CHRISTINE MCMAHON Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Larimore, North Dakota Motley 
Rice Lake, Wisconsin ERIN MARIE MCNAMARA BRIAN ROBERT MILLER 
ANNA ELIZABETH MALZAHN Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Macomb, Michigan West Salem, Wisconsin 
Elk River IDA MDYUSOF JAMES THOMAS MILLER 
CRYSTAL S. MANN Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malay Minneota 
Magna Cum Laude JENNIFER RENEE MEAD JESSE WILLIAM MILLER 
Brainerd Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
ELLIOT DEAN MANN Prior Lake Sauk Rapids 
Richfield JESSICA L. MEAD JOLENE KAY MILLER 
HEATHER MAE MANTHIE Morris Cum Laude 
Maple Lake TODDD. MEAD Neillsville, Wisconsin 
ALISON JOY MARKEY Jamestown, North Dakota JONATHAN W MILLER 
Coral Springs, Florida MICHELLE NICOLE MEDLER Foley 
LEA KRISTINE MARKS Bismarck, North Dakota KATHLEEN TERESE MILLER 
Brainerd MELISSA L. MEHLE Robbinsdale 
JAMES WILLIAM MARMAS St. Cloud KRISTEN JEAN MILLER 
Sauk Rapids CHRISTOPHER ROBERT MEIER Litchfield 
ADAM THOMAS MARQUARDT Cottage Grove SHANNA MARIE MILLER 
Rochester Cottage Grove 
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THERESA NIEDZIELSKI MILLER JENNIFER ELIZABETH MUNSCH JADILYN-NGOC BICH NGUYEN 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Maple Lake Anoka Little Falls 
TYSON THOMAS MILLER BENJAMIN JON MURFIN DIANA MARIE NICHOLS 
Morristown Becker Maple Grove 
ZACHARY DAVID MILLER RASHID AU MURSAL RYAN LEE NIERENGARTEN 
Cum Laude Minneapolis Sauk Rapids 
Worthington MILISSA SUE NAGORSKI ANDREA LYNN NIETERS 
KELLEY FARRELL MILLIGAN Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Little Falls Clearwater 
TRAVIS J. MILLS MANAMI NARITA JONATHAN PAUL NIETFElD 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Bloomington Nagoya, Aichi, Japan Melrose 
BRIAN DANIEL MINER CHRISTOPHER R. NATHAN KARIE. NOER 
Onamia Summa Cum Laude Aberdeen 
ERIC STEVEN MOAN Foley ADAM VAUGHN NOFFKE 
Princeton VICKI NATIONS Winneconne, Wisconsin 
JENNY RENAE MODICH Hutchinson DAMIAN LOUIS NOLD 
Keewatin RHEANNA ELIZABETH NAULT Aberdeen, South Dakota 
KIRSTEN RENAE MOEN Lino Lakes JOSEPH C. NORMAN 
Cum Laude JOSEPH SEVERT NAYQUONABE Milaca 
Milan Magna Cum Laude KARI BETH NORMAN 
YUSUF SALAH MOHAMED Mille Lacs Indian Reservation Magna Cum Laude 
Lasqonay, Somalia SARAH MARIE NEIBUN G Minneapolis 
MINDA MARIE MOHR Elk River ANDREW WILLIAM NOVAK 
Brooklyn Park JULIE MARIE NEIDT Lakeville 
KEVIN JOHN MOKITA Waseca LYNN MARIE NOVITSKY 
Fridley BRADLY EDWARD NELSON Summa Cum Laude 
MELISSA KATHERINE MOORE Blooming Prairie Becker 
Magna Cum Laude CHRISTINE GRACE NELSON KATHERINE E. NOYES 
Osseo, Wisconsin Summa Cum Laude Marshall 
BRIAN WILLIAM MOORES St. Cloud SAMUEL U. NUMMELA 
Monticello JUSTIN A. NELSON Summa Cum Laude 
BRADLEY JASON MOOS Willmar St. Cloud 
Plymouth MARK JAMES NELSON JADA L. NUTTER 
DARLENE E. MOOTHART Rochester Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud ROBYN ERICKA NELSON Minneapolis 
MELISSA ANN MORELL Coon Rapids BRITTANY JO O'BRIEN 
Lino Lakes WENDY SUE NELSON Brainerd 
KRISTINA MARIE MORK Summa Cum Laude PARNELL B. O'CONNOR 
Magna Cum Laude Clear Lake Anoka 
Monticello LEIF LLOYD NERESON SHANNA LEIGH O'DONNELL 
RACHELLE LEIGH MORRISON Andover Magna Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park BRENT DEAN NESS Pontiac, Illinois 
Cum Laude ' GERALD JAMES OEHLER JR. MELISSA ANGELICA MORTEL 
Albert Lea Dalton Mora 
JESSICA LYNN MOTZKO KIMBERLY MARIE NEU ROBYN ANN OELTJENBRUNS 
Watertown Eden Valley Owatonna 
DARIN JOHN MOXNESS JEANETTE MARIE NEUMANN JOSHUA ALAN OERTU 
Forest Lake Maple Grove Adrian 
BROOKE CATHERINE MRDJENOVICH MATTHEW JAMES NEUMUELLER BRANDON MICHAEL O'HARA 
Ashland, Wisconsin Magna Cum Laude Maple Grove 
Medford, Wisconsin JENNIFER LYNN OHL RACHEL LEE MUELLER 
Magna Cum Laude KEVIN STANLEY NEWCOMB Cum Laude 
Detroit Lakes Maple Grove Willmar 
SAMUEL THOMAS MUELLER SIM YUEN NG CHRISTOPHER ROBIN OHLAND 
Foley Cum Laude Cum Laude 
ABDULLAH AL MUJAHID 
Selangor, Malaysia Eagan 
Dhaka, Bangladesh EICH THUAN THI NGUYEN ANGIE MARIE OHOTTO 
St. Cloud Bloomington 
MEAGAN LEIGH MULLANEY 
Andover HUONG QUYNH NGUYEN ROBERT CHARLES O'KEEFE 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam Sauk Rapids 
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ERIC MICHAEL O'LINK MARK ALLEN PAVLENKO KYLEJ. POLLOCK 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Bowlus 
St. Cloud Montrose JOHN HARRY POLSON III 
MICHAEL THOMAS OLIVER KRISTIN ROSE PAYNE Rosemount 
Coon Rapids Clearwater AARON JOHN POST 
ALICIA MARIE OLSON SARA JEAN PAYONK Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Foley St. Cloud 
Andover DANIEL PETERS SHELDON ROBERT PROM 
CHER ELIZABETH OLSON Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Albert Lea Watkins St. Joseph 
HEATHER NATOSHA OLSON JOSHUA AARON PETERS RYAN FRANK PRZYBILLA 
Saginaw Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
JULIE ANN OLSON South Haven Pierz 
Magna Cum Laude JESSICA LYNN PETERSCHICK DENISS PULEMJOTOV 
New York Mills Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
KARA ANN OLSON Randall Kohtla-Jarve, Estonia 
Hoffman CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL PETERSEN CHERYL LYNN PULSIFER 
MELISSA LOUISE OLSON Ham Lake Milaca 
Brooklyn Park ERIC MICHAEL PETERSEN SHAWN PUNDSACK 
MICHAEL DAVID OLSON Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Spring Lake Park St. Cloud St. Cloud 
PATRICK KYLE OLSON DAVID BERNARD PETERSON BRETT J. PURCELL 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Stillwater 
Plymouth Foley RODOLFO JOSE QUERALES 
RAYMOND B. 001 NICHOLAS JOHN PETERSON Richmond 
St. Cloud Superior, Wisconsin JENNIFER LEIGH QUICK 
BRIDGET HELEN OPITZ TRACY MICHELLE PETERSON Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Willmar 
Maple Grove Swanville EMILY S. QUINN 
KATHRYN CAROL ORAZEM AMBER MAIA PETTERSON St. Paul 
Summa Cum Laude Hutchinson ALI ASIM QURESHI 
Sandstone EMILY SARAH PETTIT Karachi , Pakistan 
SARA LYNN ORCUTT Summa Cum Laude JAKE LELAND RAFFERTY 
St. Joseph Wadena Summa Cum Laude 
NICHOLAS PAUL ORNDORFF JOLENE ANNETTE PFINGSTEN Brooklyn Park 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude PRADEEP RAJBHANDARI 
Sartell Brainerd St. Cloud 
JAMIE LYNNE O'ROURKE EMILY MARIE PHENOW JENNIFER ANN RAKOW 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Sartell Coon Rapids Little Falls 
MEGAN ELISSA OSBORNE CYNTHIA MAE PHILLIPS-MARCHE RENEE LEE RANKILA 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Minneapolis 
Apple Valley Coon Rapids AMANDA LEIGH RAPP 
KWEKU OSEI-BOAKYE 
MATTHEW ROGER PICK Mankato 
Detroit, Michigan Cum Laude 
Foley MOHAMMED H. RASHID 
JESSICA M. OTREMBA 
KRISTINA MARIE PICOTTE 
St. Cloud 
Summa Cum Laude 
Andover MICHAEL NEIL RATHLISBERGER 
Lowry Byron 
KARI LEE PACKA 
ERIN JANE PITSOR 
Kihei, Hawaii 
Lakeville JAMES WILLIAM REED 
Summa Cum Laude 
JENNIFER LYNN PAHL 
JOSIE LEE PITTS Greensboro, North Carolina 
Cum Laude 
Andover Rice Lake, Wisconsin MEGAN MARIE REESE 
TERRI MICHELLE PALLANSCH BRYAN JEFFREY PLANK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids Winona 
Austin 
SUMAN PARAJULI BENJAMIN SCOTT PLUIMER 
JASON LEE REEVE 
St. Cloud Cum Laude 
Walker 
SHERYL B. PARKER Belle Fourche, South Dakota JAMES ROBERT REFSDAL 
Summa Cum Laude JASON JAMES POLASEK 
Cook 
St. Cloud Cum Laude JILL CHRISTINA REICHOW 
CHAIS A. PARKOS Little Falls Eden Prairie 
Blaine ANGELA MARIE POLLOCK JEFRY THOMAS REICHSTADT 
DANA MARIE PARUS Cum Laude South St. Paul 
Mahtomedi Bowlus 
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ERIC DANIEL REIMANN TIFFANY MARIE ROSE TARA LEANNE SANTJER 
North Branch Cum Laude Rapid City, South Dakota 
CHRISTOPHERJOHN REINHOLDZ Apple Valley JOSEPH RYAN SATHRE 
Plymouth LISA CHRISTINE ROSENTHAL New Brighton 
MINDY SUSANNE REMUS Magna Cum Laude JEFFREY ELLWOOD SAXTON 
Cum Laude Waseca Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids PRESTON SVERRE ROUHOFF Jackson 
JAMIE MICHELLE RENDAHL Hayfield JESSICA GAIL SCHAEFER 
Cum Laude NICHOLAS MICHEAL RUDE Cum Laude 
Gully Andover Belgrade 
ALISON LEE RENNEKER JODY LEIGH RUDNITSKY JINA SUE SCHAEFER 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Belgrade 
Zimmerman Eden Prairie NICOLE ISABELL SCHAEFER 
JAMIE LYNN RHOADES LONZEN WILLIAM RUGIRA Hoffman 
Blaine Kigali, Kwanda JOSHUA WAYNE SCHARNBERG 
CHRISTIAN BRADLEY RIBA NICOLE MARIE RUHLAND Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Sartell St. Cloud 
Fergus Falls NICHOLAS JOHN RUKAMP MATTHEW JAMES SCHERER 
BETHANY LYNN RICHARD Plymouth Medina 
Champlin LISA EMILY RUNSTROM BRETT JOSEPH SCHILTGEN 
SHEREE LEE RICHGELS Carlton Amery, Wisconsin 
Summa Cum Laude ANDREA CHARLOTTE RUSCHMEYER RICHARD JOHN SCHIMENEK 
Little Falls Magna Cum Laude Cloquet 
MANDEE LEE RICKARD Buffalo Lake ANDREA JEAN SCHIRO THOLE 
Cum Laude BETHANY KAY RUSKAMP Magna Cum Laude 
Blaine Marshall Cosmos 
JOHN TRAVIS RIECK ANNA DANIELLE RUSTAN POLLY JO SCHMELING 
Wyoming Oklee Cum Laude 
JAMES JOSEPH RIEDEMAN RYAN RUTTEN Hutchinson 
Sauk Rapids Magna Cum Laude TARA LEE SCHMIT 
NIRAJ RIJAL Osakis St. Cloud 
Cum Laude HOLLY MARIE RYMER ERIC L. SCHMITZ 
Burtonsville, MD Sheldon, Wisconsin Cold Spring 
THOMAS JOHN ROACH KERRY NOELLE SAARINEN MARIE ELIZABETH SCHNEIDER 
DesMoines, Iowa Detroit Lakes St. Cloud 
TRISTA ANNE RO]3AK SUSAN ANN SAKO BRENT RUSSELL SCHOEB 
Magna Cum Laude Lake City Magna Cum Laude 
Becker Windom ELIZABETH ANNE SAKRY 
LINDSAY SARA ROBERTSON Cum Laude KATHERINE MARIE SCHOLZEN 
Summa Cum Laude Foley Andover 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
SAMMY H. SALAYMEH NICHOLAS ANTHONY SCHONS 
KIMBERLY DAWN ROBIDEAU Brooklyn Park Waseca 
Elk River 
SUDQI N. SALAYMEH MATTHEW RYAN SCHROEDER 
JAIME LEAH ROEDER Brooklyn Park Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Corcoran ERIK JOHN SALMI 
SHAWN ERWIN ROERING Alexandria MICHAEL RICHARD SCHROEDER 
Sauk Rapids 
DAVID RUSSELL SALO Cum Laude 
TROY LEE ROERING Cum Laude Blaine 
Sauk Rapids Embarrass SAMANTHA DANIELLE SCHROEDER 
JOEL D. ROGGENKAMP JANESSA LEIGH SALVAGGIO Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Devils Lake, North Dakota Maple Lake 
Cold Spring 
SETH ALLEN SAMPSON MARK PATRICK SCHUELLER 
JASON ALLEN ROHMAN New Brighton Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Wabasso 
Trimont ANTHONY JARED SANDER KYLA ELIZABETH SCHULTE 
SHANNA M. ROLLISON 
Coon Rapids 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud NICOLE LYNN SANKEY Duluth 
JAMIE W ROMFO 
St. Cloud 
MICHAEL PAUL SCHULTE 
Clear Lake CARLY F SANKO Jordan 
Minnetonka 
DURR-E-HABIB ROOMI AMY MARIE SCHULTZ 
LISA MARIE SANTEE Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Pillager SEAN PATRICK ROQUETTE Becker 
St. Joseph 
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CARA JEAN SCHULTZ SARAH MARIE SIMONET ADAMJAMESSPORRONG 
Cum Laude Stillwater Plymouth 
Coon Rapids DANIELLE YVONNE SIMONS SARAH RENEE SPURZEM 
CORINNE ELIZABETH SCHULTZ Cum Laude Delano_ 
Magna Cum Laude St. Paul BILLY-JO SPYCHALA 
Sauk Rapids GLORIA JEAN SIMONSON Summa Cum Laude 
JEFFREY CHRIS SCHULTZ Cum Laude Coon Rapids 
Dassel Buffalo CLAIR ELIZABETH STANGLE 
NICOLE LEE SCHUMACHER ABRAHAM JOHN SIMS Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Sauk Rapids Watkins 
Sleepy Eye CODY ]AINES SINGSMS DARCY MARIE STANLEY 
JENNA CORINNE SCHWARTZ Breckenridge Summa Cum Laude 
Maple Grove HEATHER ANN SINNAMON Milaca 
PAUL BRUCE SCHWEIGER Champlin BARBARA ROSE STANOCH 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude AMBER LYNN SITZMAN 
Holdingford Janesville, Wisconsin Pierz 
EVAN F. STAPLES JASON GARY SCOTT BENJAMIN PAUL SLAGLE 
Magna Cum Laude Shoreview Stillwater 
Starbuck PAUL ESTERLY SCOTT DERRICK CONRAD SLATER 
ELIZABETH EILLEENE STAWARSKI South Minneapolis Maddock, North Dakota 
Summa Cum Laude KRISTI ANN SEECK NICHOLAS ADAM SLATTERY St. Cloud Austin Columbia Heights 
SHARI LYNN STCYNSKE LUIS FERNANDO SEGHEZZI JOANNA MARIE SLEEPER Magna Cum Laude Rio Grande, Argentina St. Cloud Arden Hills 
LISA IRENE SEIBERT ROSS JON SMEBY MATHEW JOHN STECKELBERG Magna Cum Laude St. Paul Park St. Cloud Lino Lakes 
BRIAN DELBERT SMITH NAOMI JULIENE STELZER SHIRLEY FRANCES SENART Chanhassen Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
DIANE KATHERINE SMITH Waverly Napoleon, North Dakota 
Champlin ALYICIA CHRISTINE STEMM HANNAH LEA SENGER 
KARA LYNN SMITH Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Columbia Heights St. Cloud White Bear Lake 
NANCY RENEE Sf"1ITH TIFFANY JEAN STEWART MICHELLE L. SEVERSON 
Magna Cum Laude White Bear Lake Magna Cum Laude 
Inver Grove Heights TIFFANY STICHA Alexandria 
TRISTA ANN SMITH Cum Laude CHRISTOPHER NORMAN SEVLIE 
Summa Cum Laude New Prague West St. Paul 
Northville, South Dakota ELIZABETH JUNE STIGALL GWENDOLYN ANN SHAFER 
NICHOLAS ANDREW SODERMAN Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Stillwater Forest Lake Fridley 
PAUL DENNIS SOLSRUD NICOLE MARIE STORKAMP ARSISS SHAHDI 
Freeport Magna Cum Laude Albertville 
MICHAEL J. SOMMERNESS St. Cloud 
THERESA MARIE SHARP 
Cum Laude NATASHA NICOLE STORM Hudson, Wisconsin 
Grand Rapids Milbank, South Dakota 
ADAM CHARLES SHEAR 
JAMES M. SON ERIKA LYNN STRANDLUND Coon Rapids St. Cloud Burnsville 
SARAH MARIE SHIDELL HAROLD INGVALD SORENSON CHRISTOPHER J. STRATTON Andover Spring Lake Park Austin 
CHRISTIAN ANN SHOWERS SHAWN PETER SORENSON JOSHUA DAVID STREICH Cum Laude Appleton Hutchinson Hopkins 
CAROL ANN SOVA KARA ANNE STRITESKY SAMIR SHRESTHA Summa Cum Laude Ramsey St. Cloud Sauk Rapids 
STACY SUE STRUCK SOON CHUONG SIA EMILY B. SPECKIEN Shakopee Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
JENNIFER MARIE STRUFFERT St. Cloud White Bear Lake 
Hillman MUSTAQUEEM RAFIQUE SIDDIQUI HOLLE JOY-BAUMGARD SPESSARD 
NATHAN D. STRUTZENBERG Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Toledo, Washington St. Cloud Round Lake 
TARA LYN STUNTEBECK JENNIFER ANN SIMON KELSEY A. SPICER 
Cum Laude St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude 
Wadena Roseau 
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AARON JON STUPAR JENNIFER LEAH TEMPLER GREGORY JOSEPH TRUNK JR. 
Summa Cum Laude New London Alexandria 
Monticello LAURAL. TERSTEEG PAMELA BETH TRUTWIN 
AMY GERALDINE SUBRAMANIAM Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Willmar Little Falls 
Eagan AMANDA RAE TETRICK SHAWN PAUL TUCKER 
ANGELA JEAN SUFKA Sauk Rapids Coon Rapids 
St. Cloud JULIE ANN THEILER ]ABINA TULADHAR 
BARRY LEONARD SULLIVAN Magna Cum Laude St. Cloud 
Rapid City, South Dakota Melrose JOSHUA ROBERT BERNARD ULRICH 
JOSEPH PATRICK SULLIVAN JULIE ANN THEIS New Richmond, Wisconsin 
Magna Cum Laude New London MICHELLE MARIE UMBERGER 
Apple Valley SARAH B. THEIS Plymouth 
ZACHARY RUSSELL SUNDQUIST Shakopee MICHAEL PAUL VAN NEVEL 
Grove City, Ohio ERIK R. THEISEN Summa Cum Laude 
CAROLYN G. SUSKA Cold Spring Cold Spring 
Bowlus JASON ALBERT THIEL CASEY ROBERT VAN WINKLE 
ALBERT GUNAWAN SUTANTO Lester Prairie Magna Cum Laude 
Jakarta, Indonesia DAVID T. THIMESCH Aberdeen, South Dakota 
CASSIE ELAINE SWANSON Fairmont BROOKE CHRISTINE BAKOS VANDEN 
Magna Cum Laude CHRISTOPHER JAY THISSEN HOEK 
Summa Cum Laude Machesney Park, Illinois Cum Laude 
Elk River NICOLE L. SWANSON Clara City 
Maple Grove CHAD LLOYD THOM LAURA BETH VANDERWERF 
Cum Laude SCOTT DAVID SWANSON Holdingford 
Dawson Andover AMBER SUE THOMPSON 
TERESA ROSE VASS VICTOR EARL SWANSON Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude St. Cloud Blooming Prairie 
Delano 
STEVEN E. SWEDAL HEIDI LYNN THOMPSON 
SARAH MARIE VEGDAHL Cum Laude Kensington 
Summa Cum Laude Elk River PHILLIP AARON THOMPSON Bloomington 
DENISE LYNN SWINGLEY Owatonna 
CASEY RAE VELCHEFF Magna Cum Laude RAWNEY V THOMPSON Ely Maple Lake Alexandria 
EMILY MARIE VENER REBEKAH LYNN SWISHER SARAH J. THOMPSON Magna Cum Laude Little Falls Buffalo Brooklyn Center 
GLORIANNA G. SYMALLA MICHAEL ROSS THROLSON MELISSA MARIE VITALIS Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude Holdingford Sa1;1k Rapids Centuria, Wisconsin 
DAWN NICOLE SZCZECH ROBERT LEE THURSTON JR. JENNIFER LYN VITULLO St. Cloud Olivia Summa Cum Laude 
SHAWN BEHROOZ TAHER LAURA LYNN TKACHENKO Edina 
Shorewood Magna Cum Laude PHUONG HOANG VO 
HWEI PING TAN Andover Brooklyn Park 
Summa Cum Laude ANGELA CHRISTINE TOBIASON THANH TRUC HUYNH VO St. Cloud Andover Cum Laude 
KELLI J . TANDE ANNAMARIA TODD St. Cloud 
Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude REBECCA ANN VOS Bismarck, North Dakota Big Lake Albany 
SANDRA JEAN TAUTGES GINA MARIA TOFFOLI KAREN LYNN VOSS Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Brainerd Grand Rapids Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
O'NIELL ROY TEDROW STEVE RODNEY TOOLEY RYAN RUSSELL VOSS New London New Brighton St. Cloud 
ROBERT GORDON TEICH MEGAN MARIE TORBORG MELISSA LAN VU Pine City Cum Laude Rosemount 
BRETT ALLEN TEIGLAND St. Cloud 
SEAN THOMAS WACHSMUTH Sauk Centre DIANA LYNN TRETTEL Cum Laude 
ERIC ERVIN TELANDER Magna Cum Laude Mora 
Summa Cum Laude Royalton 
AMANDA M. WACKER Mora KRISTIN LAUREN TRUE Cum Laude 
MICHAEL ERVIN TELANDER Bethel Perham 
Brooklyn Center 
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CHRISTINE MARIE WADDELL MICHAEL DONALD WEIHRAUCH AMANDA JOY WOHLERS 
Summa Cum Laude St. Cloud Apple Valley 
Center City ANGELA MARIE WEISENSEL MARALEE M. WOLD 
DEANNA KAY WAHLSTROM Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Hastings New Ulm Fergus Falls 
REBECCA LYNN WALETZKO MELISA MARGARET WEISS EMILY ENORA WOLF 
Avon Elk River Mineral Point, Wisconsin 
DEAN SCOTT WALLER ADAM JAMES WENDT JILL MARIE WOLF 
Bloomington Glenwood Cum Laude 
CHRISTINA MARIE WALSH AIMEE JO WENDT Adrian 
Magna Cum Laude Midford, Ohio RICHARD RYAN WOLF 
Mauston, Wisconsin HELGE TORBJORN WESTANMO Delano 
TAMI ANN WALTZING St. Cloud RYAN JAMES WOLF 
Osakis SCOTT JOSEPH WHIPPLE Magna Cum Laude 
ANDREW CARL WALZ River Falls, Wisconsin Rice 
Melrose TRAVIS WADE WHISNEY ANDREW WILLIAM WOLFF 
KATHLEEN LOUISE WALZ Jackson Forest Lake 
Cum Laude BREANNA ELIZABETH WHITCOMB JESSICA RACHEL WOLKE 
St. Cloud Princeton Cum Laude 
CHUE FANG WANG St. Cloud JOHN AARON WHITE 
Johar, Malaysia Jacksonville, Florida MICHAEL ROBERT WOOD 
JEDEDIAH JEROLD WANNARKA Chaska BENJAMIN MONROE WICHTERMAN 
Columbia, Maryland Albertville RAELYNN WOODMAN 
ERIN A. WARD Blaine CARYN M. WICKS 
Anoka Summa Cum Laude JULIANNE WOODROW 
JEFFREY WILLIAM WARD Annandale Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 
Cum Laude DEIDRA ANN WICKS SAMUEL Y. WOODS 
Dassel Eden Valley Brooklyn Center 
JOHN PAUL WARNE LIEF ANDREW WIECHMAN LYNN MARIE WOOLHOUSE 
Rosemount Burbank Big Lake 
ASMA WABSI KATHERINE ANN WILCOX CHIA YANG 
Cottage Grove Summa Cum Laude Monticello 
SEEMA WARSI Brainerd JODI KARYL YANTA 
Cottage Grove ERIC RYAN WILFAHRT Magna Cum Laude 
TINASHE CLAUDIO WASHAYA New Ulm Osseo/Maple Grove 
St. Cloud HEATHER ANN WILLEY DANIEL RONALD YANTES 
CHRISTINE ANN WAVEREK Crystal Delano 
St. Cloud JEFFREY RYAN WILLIAMS KAYLA MARIE YAPUNCICH 
JACQUELYN CHRISTINE WEBB St. Cloud Cum Laude 
Cum Laude St. Cloud JENNIFER MAE WILLIAMS 
New Brighton St. Michael JUN FUNG YEONG 
ABBY JEAN WEBER St. Cloud JANNA L. WILLIS 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude DEANNA LEA YODER 
Eagle Bend St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude 
AMANDA MARGIE WEBER SARA J. WINKELMAN 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude JAROD JAMES YODER 
New York Mills St. Cloud Cum Laude 
AMY KATHRYN WEBSTER LOUIS CHESTER WINSKOWSKI 
Newton, Iowa 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude JENNIFER LYNN YOUNG 
Maple Grove Sauk Rapids Magna Cum Laude 
MEGAN R. WEE Pierz DAVID ANDREW WINSLOW 
Granite Falls Eagan JOSEPH JAMES ZECK 
Cum Laude ANDREW R. WEGMAN JEFFREY M. WINTER Maple Grove Clear Lake Mound 
TRACY MARIE WEGNER CASSANDRA LYNN ZELESNIKAR AMY MELISSA WIRKKALA Summa Cum Laude Faribault Jackson, California Eveleth 
VICTORIA VIRGINIA WEHINGER PAMELA L. WIRKKALA MATTHEW ALLEN ZELLER 
Cum Laude Jackson, California Aberdeen, South Dakota 
St. Cloud 
JASON ANDREW WEIGAND 
ABBI JO WITTMAN MATTHEW LEONARD ZEMLER 
Warren Cum Laude 
Rosemount 
NICOLE DIANE WITTRIG Sauk Centre 
Watertown, South Dakota 
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BRANDON LEE ZENK 
New Ulm 
KATIE JO ZIEGLMEIER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Eden Valley 
ANDREW JACOB ZIEMKE 
Garvin 
NATALIE MARGARET ZILMER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Belgrade 
JUSTIN AARON ZIMMER 
Cum Laude 
Foley 
ROBIN LEE ZIMMER 
St. Cloud 
DEREK JAMES ZINS 
Circle Pines 
TESIA EILLEEN ZUBA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Estes Park, Colorado 
JOSHUA J. ZWILLING 
St. Cloud 
Associate in Arts 
JEDIDIAH EARL ANGELL 
Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello 
DANIEL GEOFFREY ASQUITH 
St. Cloud 
KRISTIN LYNN BIRKEMEYER 
Mankato 
ALYSSA ANN BOESCH 
Cum Laude 
Amboy 
JILLIAN RENEE BUNNELL 
Victoria 
LAUREN M. BUTKOWSKKI 
Cum Laude 
Sartell 
JOSEPH THOMAS CARLYON 
Plymouth 
JEANNE MARIE CASHMAN 
Sartell 
ZACHARY MICHAEL ETHEN 
St. Cloud 
RICHARD JOSEPH FLEISCHHACKER 
Richmond 
MELISSA DALE FRIBERG 
Backus 
ADAM JAMES HAWKINS 
Mora 
SARA ANN HOLMQUIST 
Wyoming 
JEREMY ALBERT HORVATH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dallas, Wisconsin 
LONNY K. KOEPKE 
Cherry 
EMILIE MAE KRUSEMARK 
Fairmont 
CARRIE LEE LINDNER 
Cum Laude 
New London 
JENNIFER M. LUDOVISSIE 
Champlin 
KATIE JO LUDWIG 
Rice 
KEVIN BERNARD LUGOWSKI 
Farmington 
LONNA MAE LUSSO 
St. Cloud 
IAN MICHAEL MARCUSSEN 
Denmark, Wisconsin 
TRISTA MARIE MCCLINTOCK 
Sauk Rapids 
KATHERINE M. RAMMINGER 
Cum Laude 
Maple Grove 
CHRISTI LEE RAZI 
Buffalo 
JASON E. ROSE 
St. Cloud 




Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
KARI JO SCHLAGEL 
Rush City 
AMY J . SCHLEIF 
Maple Grove 
CHELSE IONE SCHMITT 
St. Cloud 
LAURA ANN SCHROEDER 
Green Isle 
JENNA LEE SCHUBERT 
Pierz 
SARAH MAY SCHULTZ 
Farmington 
JENNIFER MARIE SINDT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Slayton 
LI EITE R. THESI G 
St. Cloud 
BRIAN THOMAS TRNKA 
Faribault 
BILLIE JO VANLITH 
Cum Laude 
Becker 
JENNIFER R. VIK 
Duluth 
Associate in Elective Studies 
JOSEPH DEAN MAVE CAMP 




THE ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
The custom of wearing a distinctive dress for academic cere-
monies goes back to the Middle Ages, when long-sleeved, hooded 
gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. 
Academic costume is at present worn in the United States by per-
sons taking part in academic ceremonies in general, at commence-
ment ceremonies, at baccalaureate services, and at various inaugu-
ration ceremonies. 
GOWNS 
The bachelors gown is a relatively simple kind falling in straight 
lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic 
is the long pointed sleeves. The masters gown is similar, except 
for the sleeves. The doctor's gown is an elaborate costume marked 
by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well as by 
three bars of the same material on the bell-shaped sleeves. 
HOODS 
The greatest degree of symbolism is shown by the hood. Under-
graduates here do not wear the hood. The hood has velvet edging 
which indicates the area of specialization. The inside of the hood 
is satin and indicates by its color the college or university which 
granted the degree. St. Cloud State University's colors are deep 
cardinal red and black. 
CAPS 
The square "Oxford cap" or mortarboard of serge or broadcloth 
with a stiff crown is worn for most degrees. The tassel that hangs 
to the side is switched from the right to the left when the degree is 
awarded. 
TASSELS 
The color of the tassel indicates the degree: associate (blue), bach-
elor of arts (white), bachelor of elective studies (yellow gold), 
bachelor of fine arts (white), bachelor of fine arts and music 
(pink), bachelor of science (yellow gold), master of arts (white), 
master of business administration (brown) , master of science (yel-
low gold), and specialist (blue). 
HONOR CORDS 
The color of the honor cord indicates the level of academic 
achievement: Cum Laude (red), Magna Cum Laude (silver), and 
Summa Cum Laude (gold). 
ACADEMIC DISTINCTION 
Students who accomplish a high level of academic achievement, 
as reflected by their grade point average, receive distinction as fol-
lows. 
Grade Point Average: 
3.25-3.49 Cum Laude 
3.5-3.74 Magna Cum Laude 
3.75 or higher Summa Cum Laude 
NOTE: Since programs are prepared in advance of the receipt of final 
grades , the listing of graduates and award recipients may, in some 
instances, be inaccurate. Also , in addition to GPA, there are minimum 
credit requirements to graduate with honors. The fact of graduation and 
the receipt of honors are validated by the students' permanent records 
which are kept by the Office of Records and Registration. 
BANNERS AND FLAGS 
The commencement ceremony as a whole affirms the value of 
learning to society, recognizes the cooperation of many people, on 
and off the campus, who have contributed to the learning enter-
prise and, above all, celebrates the effort and achievement (sym-
bolized by diplomas, degrees and dress) of the graduates them-
selves. 
UNIVERSITY SEAL 
The university seal was redesigned in 2001 and portrays the 
cupola that sits atop Riverview Building, surrounded by oak 
leaves. The visuals were chosen to illustrate SCSU'.s long history of 
teacher preparation (Riverview was built to serve as the lab school 
for St. Cloud Normal School students to teach area children) and 
the university's location on the oak-crowned banks of the Missis-
sippi River. 
COUNTRY FLAGS 
The U.S. flag is displayed in the center of the building, above 
graduate seating. The flags on either side of the university seal 
banner represent countries which host St. Cloud State University 
study-abroad programs: Australia , Chile, China, Costa Rica, 
Czech Republic, England, France, Germany, Japan, Mexico, 
Poland, South Africa and Sweden. Additional flags on display rep-
resent the home countries of international students graduating 
today. More than 900 international students from over 80 coun-
tries attend St. Cloud State University. We especially welcome to 
St. Cloud the families of graduating international students. 
COLLEGE BANNERS 
The college banners are carried in by faculty marshals represent-
ing each of the five undergraduate colleges of the university. Merle 
Sykora, professor emeritus of art, designed the colorful banners 
depicting the College of Business (drab) , College of Education 
(light blue, lemon, sage green), College of Fine Arts and Humani-
ties (white, brown crimson, pink, silver gray, dark blue), College 
of Science and Engineering (orange, golden yellow) and College 
of Social Sciences (citron, copper). 
THE MACE 
The mace originated as a staff or club used in the Middle Ages for 
breaking armor. It evolved into a ceremonial symbol of authority 
used in legislative bodies, universities, and other governmental 
units. 
The university mace was created by David Landwehr out of the 
white cedar flag pole from Old Main which was built in 1875 and 
razed in the late 1940s. The carved designs on the mace head 
which are decorated with gold leaf symbolize the five undergradu-
ate colleges of the university and were created by Merle Sykora, 
professor emeritus of art. 
THE PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION 
The presidential medallion worn by President Roy H. Saigo was 
created in 2002 by SCSU faculty emeritus, Dr. James Roy. This 
multi-dimensional medallion incorporates the new SCSU seal and 
sits upon a plate of rhodium-plated sterling silver. The central 
portion of the medallion has been created from cast 14 K gold and 
is festooned with four deep red garnet stones. 
Dr. James Roy served as chair of the SCSU Department of Visual 
Arts from 1964-1992 and retired in 1994. Previously, Dr. Roy 
designed the original presidential medallion which is now housed 
in university archives, as well as medallions for the Chancellor of 
the Minnesota State University System, Metropolitan State Univer-
sity and Minnesota State University-Akita in Japan. 
NO SMOKING is allowed inside the building. 
SCSU is an equal opportunity educator and employer. 
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MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
The Honorable Will Antell 
Stillwater 
The Honorable Andrew Boss 
St. Paul 
The Honorable Mary Choate 
Hopkins 
The Honorable Daniel Caborn 
St. Cloud 
The Honorable Tyler Despins 
Winona 
The Honorable Cheryl Dickson 
St. Paul 
The Honorable Ivan Dusek 
Willmar 
The Honorable Clarence Hightower 
Minneapolis 
The Honorable Robert Hoffman 
Waseca 
The Honorable Vincent ljioma 
Brooklyn Park 
The Honorable Jim Luoma 
Cohasset 
The Honorable Lew Moran 
Minneapolis 
The Honorable David Paskach 
Marshall 
The Honorable Ann Curme Shaw 
Minnetonka 
The Honorable Shaun Williams 
Winona 
AMERICA, THE BEAUTIFUL 
0 beautiful for spacious skies, 
For amber waves of grain, 
For purple mountain majesties 
Above the fruited plain 
America! America! 
God shed His grace on thee, 
And crown thy good with brotherhood 
From sea to shining sea. 
Note: The U.S. flag is displayed in the center of the building, above graduate seating. 
UNIVERSITY HYMN 
Amy Dale 
~ ~1'1,& I ~- ~~ J ~ I j j J ~ 
Sing to thee, our Al - ma Ma - ter 
By the riv - er's flow - ing wa - ters, 
'~1'1,& f Ii. J ~ 
* 
I ~J j r· 
banks, Em - blem of our search 
fair, May the loy - al sons 
'~1'1,& r· p ~ J J l J 
sym - bol of our youth - ful ranks. 
thy en - dur - ing friend ship share. 
' ~1'1,& ~ ~-
Ii. 
J J J i~ ~r I r v· 
true am - bi - tion, let us ev - er be; 
cere am - bi - tion, through the years e'er be; 
~ ~1'1,& ~ ~ 
Ii. 
J I i~ r r· r·· 
fine tra - di - tion. Hail, St. Cloud, 
fine tra - di - tion. Hail, St. Cloud, 
Harvey Waugh 
Ii. 
J ~ I ~J r· 
high on oak crowned 
by its is - lands 
j J ~ 
for know - ledge, 
and <laugh - ters, 
l h j J 
Filled with fires of 
May they with sin-
* 
I r· ~~ J j I 
Loy - al to thy 
Loy - al to thy 
~ I J * 11 
to thee! 
to thee! 
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